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Abstract 

The SIL-PNG language survey team conducted a sociolinguistic survey of Hunjara-Kaina Ke [hkk] in Oro 
Province between October 20 and November 4, 2006. The goals of the survey were to establish language 
and dialect boundaries, to assess language vitality, to establish if there is need for a language 
development project, and to collect information that would help in making a decision about the nature 
of such a project. 
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1 General information 

1.1 Language name and classification 

Different researchers have classified Hunjara either as a dialect of Orokaiva or as a separate language. 
Most research points to Hunjara having a separate identity, though how linguistically different it is from 
Orokaiva is debatable. Gordon 2005 lists Hunjara as a dialect of Orokaiva [ork], but does not mention 
Kaina Ke.1 Gordon classifies Orokaiva as follows: Trans-New Guinea, Main Section, Eastern, 
Binanderean, Binanderean Proper. As illustrated in table 1, there are ten Binanderean Proper languages: 
Baruga, Binandere, Doghoro, Ewage Notu, Gaina, Korafe, Orokaiva, Suena, Yekora and Zia. 

Table 1. Orokaiva linguistic relationships (Gordon 2005) 

Trans-New Guinea 
 Main Section 
 Eastern 
 Binanderean  
 Binanderean Proper  
 Baruga +  
 Binandere + 
 Doghoro  
 Ewage Notu * + 
 Gaina  
 Korafe *  
 Orokaiva  
 Kokoda 
 Hunjara + 
 Ajeka 
 Aeka 
 Etija * (Sose, Sohe) 
 Ehija * (Ihane, Ifane) 
 Harava 
 Suena *  
 Yekora  
 Zia *  
 

* Completed New Testament translation 
+ Work in progress 

 

  

                                                   
1Subsequent to the writing of this report, Hunjara-Kaina Ke [hkk] was recognized as a language separate from but 
similar to Orokaiva (presently designated [okv]) (Lewis 2009). As this paper is being published belatedly, further 
changes will not be made herein to reflect the present status of these languages. It is worth noting, however, that the 
findings of the survey team regarding these languages have been officially recognized. 
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The classification of Orokaiva according to Ross (2005:35,37) is shown in table 2. 

Table 2. Orokaiva linguistic relationships (Ross 2005) 

Trans New Guinea 
 Binanderean 
 Binandere 
 Baruga 
 Binandere 
 Doghoro 
 Ewage-Notu 
 Gaina 
 Korafe 
 Orokaiva 
 Suena 
 Yekora 
 Zia 

 

In the Hunjara villages surveyed, everyone said the name of their language was Hunjara or Hunjara 
Ke (ke means ‘word’). In the Kaina villages surveyed, everyone said the name of their language was 
Kaina Ke. No one reported a name to cover both Hunjara and Kaina Ke, so the name Hunjara-Kaina Ke 
will be used in this report. 

After studying the linguistic and sociolinguistic situation in the area, it seems appropriate to 
conclude that Hunjara-Kaina Ke is a separate language from Orokaiva, with two major dialects: Hunjara 
and Kaina Ke (see section 7). 

1.2 Language location 

1.2.1 Description of the area 

The Hunjara and Kaina people live in a wide valley at about a 400 metre elevation flanked on three sides 
by steep mountains. To the north is the Ajule Kajale range, and to the south and west are the Owen 
Stanley Ranges. The east side opens out into a wide plain that runs down to the coast. The valley is 
dominated by oil palm plantations, with rainforest on the hills. Houses are made from local timber with 
either a sago leaf or corrugated iron roof. A wide variety of vegetables are grown in the area; staples are 
cooking bananas, taro and sweet potato. 

There are numerous clear, fast-flowing rivers coming down from the mountains, which the survey 
team was told are difficult to cross in the wet season. Most of the rivers were between knee- and waist-
deep when the team crossed them, with the exception of the Kumusi River, where it was necessary to 
swim or be pushed across on an inner tube. (The team observed numerous inner tubes, but no canoes.) 
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1.2.2 Maps 

Map 1. Hunjara-Kaina Ke language area in Papua New Guinea 

Geodata from worldgeodatasets.com. 

  

© 2015 SIL International® 

Area of focus 
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According to Gordon (2005), the languages neighbouring Hunjara-Kaina Ke are classified as in 
table 3. 

Table 3. Classification of neighbouring languages (Gordon 2005) 

Trans-New Guinea 
 Main 
 Eastern 
 Central and South Eastern 
 Goilalan 
 Fuyug 
 Koiarian 
 Koiaric 
 Biage 
 Mountain Koiali 
 Baraic 
 Ömie 
 Namiae 
 Barai 
 Ese 
 Yareban 
 Bariji 
 Nawaru 
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Map 2. Neighbouring languages 

 
Includes geodata from worldgeodatasets.com and Esri. Used by permission. 

© 2015 SIL-PNG 
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Map 3. Major Hunjara-Kaina Ke villages and geographical features 

 
Includes geodata from worldgeodatasets.com, SIL International, and Esri. Used by permission. 

 

Map 4. Hunjara villages and facilities 

 
Includes geodata from worldgeodatasets.com, SIL International, and Esri. Used by permission. 

© 2015 SIL-PNG 

 
 

© 2015 SIL-PNG 
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Map 5. Kaina villages and facilities 

 
Includes geodata from worldgeodatasets.com, SIL International, and Esri. Used by permission. 

1.3 Population 

The National Census 2000 (National Statistical Office 2002) provided the information in tables 4 and 5 
on the population of villages in the Hunjara-Kaina Ke area. 

Table 4. Hunjara village populations 

Ward Village Households Persons 
Hunjara 

Sohe district – 
Kokoda Rural 
LLG – 
11. Hanjiri 

Hanjiri (Sauni)a 45 245 
Maju 11 52 
Ingi 14 69 
Ifafu 6 34 

13. Ilimo 
Hojavahambo 43 264 
Ilimo 56 302 
Papaki 71 419 

14. Ha mara 

Haki 1 26 159 
Haki 2 17 113 
Hamara 27 165 
Hojaki 25 135 

15. Ajeka 
Ajeka 43 270 
Ombisusu 68 422 
Tara 32 190 

© 2015 SIL-PNG 
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16. Evasusu 
Boru 27 214 
Evasusu 38 246 
Sorape 13 85 

17. Asilsil 

Asisi 28 184 
Sirorata 34 195 
Siawa 13 57 
Kuru 6 21 
Ifoin 3 19 
Homape 6 36 
Foeko 6 42 

18. Sairope 

Warina 15 99 
Ambarakowari 10 61 
Fambe 23 119 
Sairope 62 382 
Somara 17 122 

19. Putembo 

Putembo 8 49 
Maujeta 19 117 
Osara 4 21 
Butipe 18 105 
Maire Corner 9 45 
Majara 9 57 
Perobibassusu 4 26 
Pugahembo 11 84 

TOTAL 38 villages 948 5669 
aElsewhere in this report, Hanjiri is referred to as Sauni, the old name for the village. 
Residents of the village preferred the name Sauni. 

 

Table 5. Kaina Ke village populations 

Ward Village Households Persons 
Kaina Ke 

Sohe District – 
Kokoda Rurual 
LLG –  
4. Saga 

Amada 21 132 
Fala 17 100 
Botue 46 281 
Saga 14 78 
Kokoda Village 23 162 

7. Kebara 

Kamondo 23 135 
Kanandara 25 165 
Kepara 27 173 
Perive 46 326 
Sengi 65 368 
Manekari 20 147 
Kaumo 7 47 
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10. Waju 

Havaki 14 94 
Sisireta 40 252 
Waju 43 262 
Hovea 23 171 
Gorari 5 27 
Wasara 33 181 

12. Ambene Ambene 81 444 
TOTAL 18 villages 492 3101 

 

Thus, according to the 2000 census, there were 5669 people living in the Hunjara villages and 3101 
people in the Kaina Ke villages for a total of 8770 Hunjara-Kaina Ke speakers. Population growth in Oro 
province from 1980 to 2000 was at a rate of 2.7 percent per year. If this was true of Hunjara-Kaina Ke 
between 2000 and 2006, the total population in 2006 would have been nearly 10,300. 

1.4 Accessibility and transport 

There is an airstrip at Kokoda with regular commercial flights to Port Moresby. A road goes from Kokoda 
to Popondetta; many Hunjara and Kaina Ke villages are on this road or along a road branching off from 
it. Roads in the Hunjara-Kaina area are unpaved with numerous potholes, but they are passable using 
two-wheel drive vehicles during the dry season.2 The road is paved from somewhere between Ombisusu 
and Waseta all the way to Popondetta. Due to the oil palm businesses, there are many roads around oil 
palm blocks for the trucks to collect the fruit. These roads are also passable to two-wheel drive vehicles 
during the dry season. There are public motor vehicles (PMVs) travelling from Kokoda to Popondetta 
every day. There are also a number of trails in the area. 

1.5 Other background information 

The Anglican mission did early linguistic work in Orokaiva, Binandere and Ewage Notu. Rev. Henry 
Holland wrote a grammar and dictionary of Orokaiva which, unfortunately, was destroyed during World 
War II. 

According to Larsen (1977), Orokaiva people “divide the language as it stretches from the coast to 
Kokoda into four different groups.”3 The groups are Ewage-Notu, Orokaiva, Aeka and Hunjara-Kaina. 
Ewage-Notu is located on the coast. Orokaiva is spoken west of Ewage-Notu and east of the Kumusi 
River. Hunjara-Kaina is spoken from west of the Kumusi River to Kokoda. It is a little different from 
Orokaiva and closer to the Kokoda dialect. It is less intelligible to Orokaiva speakers. Aeka is spoken to 
the north of Hunjara-Kaina Ke and is also said to be a separate language (see map 2). 

Sanders (1977) describes these same groups as being a dialect chain from east to west with cognates 
ranging between an estimated 70–80 percent. According to Sanders, the people see Hunjara as a separate 
language. 

Larsen (1975) looked at ten dialects of Orokaiva: Kokoda, Kamunda, Hanjiri (Sauni), Ajeka, Waseta, 
Jegarata, Sewa, Hunjava, Aeka and Harava (listed from west to east), and subsequently reconstructed 
proto-Orokaiva and the historical developments. The resultant family tree of Orokaiva is illustrated in 
figure 1. Kokoda, Kamunda, Sauni and Ajeka are villages in Hunjara-Kaina Ke. Jegarata was spoken 
around Popondetta, probably near today’s Ehija. Today’s Etija is more central, probably near where 
Waseta was spoken. 
  

                                                   
2The condition of the roads in wet season is not known. 
3Larsen does not distinguish between language and dialect when talking about the different groups. 
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Figure 1. Proto Orokaiva and its historical developments. 

According to Larsen (2006, personal communication), while he was working in Orokaiva (1973 to 
1989), Hunjara speakers wanted their own literature, even though they could understand Orokaiva 
literature. In his opinion, they have the same grammar, and only word spelling differences and some 
idiomatic changes. 

There are widely differing suggestions of the percentage of cognates between dialects of Orokaiva. 
Larsen asserts that all dialects of Orokaiva (including Hunjara) were 90 percent cognate (Larsen 2006, 
personal communication). Sanders (1977), citing Larsen as a main source of information about the area, 
states that in the Orokaiva dialect chain varieties were estimated to be 70–80 percent cognate. 

At an Alphabet Development Workshop in 2004, the following trial alphabets were formed for 
Hunjara and Kaina Ke. It can be seen that each differs from the Orokaiva alphabet as well as from each 
other: 

• Orokaiva alphabet: A, B, MB, D, ND, E, G, NG, H, I, J, K, M, N, O, P, R, S, T, U, V, W, Y 
• Hunjara alphabet: A, B, D, E, F, G, H, HR, I, J, K, M, N, O, P, R, S, T, U, V, Ã, Ẽ, Ĩ, Õ, Ũ 
• Kaina Ke alphabet: A, E, F, H, I, J, K, M, MB, N, ND, NG, NS, O, P, R, S, T, TH, U, V, Ä, Ë, Ï, Ö, Ü 
It can be seen that both Hunjara and Kaina Ke have a full set of nasalised vowels, written Ã, Ẽ, Ĩ, Õ, 

Ũin Hunjara and Ä, Ë, Ï, Ö, Ü in Kaina Ke, which Orokaiva does not have. 
A Hunjara translation committee has since been formed and some Hunjara speakers have started 

translation training. The committee has begun translating literature into Hunjara. 

2 Methodology 

2.1 Macro sampling 

The survey team visited five Hunjara villages and five Kaina villages spread across the geographical area 
of the language, including villages on both sides of the Kumusi River, as there are most likely to be 

 

Kamunda      Kokoda       Hanjiri          Ajeka       Waseta       Jegarata       Sewa       Hunjava       Harava      Aeka 

Plains Orokaiva 

Proto-Orokaiva 

Mountain Orokaiva 
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language and vitality differences between villages that are further apart. The villages chosen represented 
different church denominations and had different school levels. The team also visited villages both on 
and off the road and villages near language and dialect boundaries.4 

Based on information gathered before the survey, there were reported to be eastern and western 
dialects of Hunjara with all the Hunjara translation committee coming from the eastern dialect. The two 
dialects were reported to be roughly divided geographically by the Kumusi River. The survey team 
wished to have a recorded text test (RTT) from the eastern dialect in case testing the text was necessary 
in the western dialect. As Ilimo is a large village and some of the translation team come from there, it 
was decided to collect a text there. Unfortunately, the story collected and pilot tested turned out to be 
unsuitable; later in the survey the team spent some time in Papaki collecting and pilot testing a different 
story. 

Table 6. Villages visited and work done 

Date Village Language Time spent Work donea 
Oct 20 Ilimo Hunjara 2 nights WL, LU, Cu, CP, Edub 
Oct 22 Papaki Hunjara Few hours Ch, observed church service 
Oct 22 Eiwo Station Hunjara Few hours Ch, observed church service 
Oct 22 Sirorata Hunjara 1 night WL, LU, Cu, CP, Edu, Ch 
Oct 23 Sairope Hunjara 1 night  WL, LU, Cu, CP, Edu, Ch 
Oct 24 Ombisusu Hunjara 1 night WL, LU, Cu, CP, Edu, Ch 
Oct 25 Papaki Hunjara 2 nights WL, LU, develop RTT & pilot test 
Oct 27 Saunic Hunjara 1 night WL, LU, Cu, CP, Edu, Ch 

Oct 28 Waju Kaina Ke 1 night WL, LU, Cu, CP, Edu, Ch, observed church 
services 

Oct 29 Sengi Kaina Ke 1 night WL, LU, Cu, CP, Comm Edu, Ch 
Oct 30 Felai Biage 1 night  
Oct 31 Amada Kaina Ke 1 night WL, LU, Cu, CP, Comm Edu 

Nov 1 Kokodad Kaina Ke 2 nights WL, LU, Cu, CP, Comm Edu, Ch, develop 
Kaina Ke RTT & RTT pilot test 

Nov 3 Perive Kaina Ke 1 night WL, LU, Cu, CP, Edu, Ch, RTT test 
aWL = wordlist, LU = language use questionnaire, CP = contact patterns questionnaire, Ch = church 
questionnaire, Cu = culture questionnaire, Edu = education questionnaire, Comm Edu = community education 
questionnaire. 
bAn RTT test was also developed here, though after pilot testing it was felt to be too well known to be a suitable 
text for testing and a different test was developed in Papaki. 
cAlso known as Hanjiri. 
dAlso known as Koko or Manua. 

2.2 Micro sampling 

Information about possible language and dialect boundaries was elicited on a village by village basis. 
Assessment was based on how people identified themselves, lexicostatistical data, RTT results and 
reported comprehension. This information was gained from wordlists, group language use interviews and 
RTT testing. 

Language vitality was assessed through group language use interviews guided by questionnaires and 
observation of language use. 

                                                   
4The team spent one day out of the language area at Felai in the Biage language area to complete their survey of the 
Biage language, which had taken place immediately prior to the Hunjara-Kaina Ke survey. 
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To establish if Kaina Ke has a need for its own language development project, the survey team 
investigated whether comprehension and attitudes would allow Kaina Ke speakers to use Hunjara 
literature when it is produced. Information about reported comprehension of and attitudes towards 
Hunjara was gained from group language use interviews guided by questionnaires. An RTT provided 
information about the intelligibility of Hunjara to Kaina Ke speakers. Church leaders in Kaina were asked 
if they would be willing to use literature in Hunjara. 

The team also collected information to help address a need for a language development project, 
should such a project be initiated. This included information about church and community interest in 
and support of a language development project, as well as the general education level and individuals 
who could take an active role in such a program. Information was gathered through group interviews 
and by talking to school and church leaders. 

2.2.1 Observation 

Observation is a natural, unobtrusive way to find out what languages are being used in particular 
domains; it may either confirm or call into question reported language use data. What language(s) 
people use in particular domains may also give insight into language attitudes. Throughout the survey, 
the team remained alert to what languages they heard spoken around them. 

2.2.2 Sociolinguistic interviews 

The survey team interviewed groups of people in each village about language use, culture, bilingualism 
and social contact patterns (including intermarriage, trade, immigration and emigration). These group 
interviews were guided by questionnaires developed by the Sociolinguistics Section of SIL-PNG. An effort 
was made to ensure that groups interviewed were representative of all Hunjara-Kaina Ke speakers in the 
village: there were always members of both sexes and several age brackets participating in the 
interviews. In addition, religious leaders and educators were interviewed individually to gain an 
overview of the situation of churches and schools in the area. 

2.2.3 Wordlists 

The standard SIL-PNG wordlist of 190 items (170 words and 20 phrases, 1999 revision) was used for the 
survey. In Hunjara the 170 words were elicited in Ombisusu, Sairope, Sirorata, Papaki, Ilimo and Sauni, 
and in Kaina Ke they were elicited in Waju, Perive, Sengi, Kokoda Village and Amada. In addition to the 
170 words, the 20 phrases were elicited in Sairope, Ilimo and Sauni, for Hunjara, and Waju, Perive and 
Sengi, for Kaina Ke. (Thom Retsema was the team member who elicited all the wordlists.) 

In each village where a list was elicited, the people designated a few individuals to assist the survey 
team. There were always at least three people present for the wordlist elicitation, including at least one 
male and one female and an older person, with the exception of Papaki and Ilimo, where only men were 
present and no older people were present, respectively, for most of the elicitation sessions. The primary 
informants were between 20 and 46 years of age and came from the village where the wordlist was 
elicited.5 In all instances where the information was obtained, both of the primary informant’s parents 
were from the language.6 The elicitation sessions were recorded on minidisc, along with a recording of 
the informed consent of the primary informant. 

The wordlists were compared with each other to determine lexical similarity. In addition, the lists 
were compared with those from Binandere,7 Ewage,8 Etija9 and Aeka,10 also elicited by Retsema while in 

                                                   
5The team did not ask where the primary informant for the Sauni and Sirorata wordlists was from. 
6The primary informants in Sirorata, Sauni, and Perive were not asked about where their parents were from. 
7Wordlists elicited in Iwaie, Kainde, Oure, Ambasi, Begabari and Katuna in the Tainya Dawari dialect; Iwa, Kurereda 
and Batari in the Yewa Buie dialect; Siai in the Binandere dialect. A further Binandere dialect wordlist was elicited 
in Popondetta from a small group of Deboin men who speak the Binandere dialect. 
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those language areas in June 2006, and a Binandere wordlist elicited by Jonathan Wilson in 2005.11 
Elicited forms were compared by inspection. When recognisable, only the roots were compared. 
Although Retsema ultimately used his own judgment in grouping forms as similar, he usually conformed 
to the standard described in Blair (1990: 31–33). Exceptions to Blair’s standard can be found in table 37 
in appendix B. Phonetically similar segments that were attested in three pairs, therefore allowing the 
segments to be placed in category one of Blair’s standard, are recorded intable 38, also in appendix B. 

Of the 170 items elicited, twenty-eight were not used in the lexical comparison with the Hunjara 
and Kaina Ke wordlists.12 Twenty were disqualified because they were duplicates of morphemes already 
compared in other items. Six more were disqualified due to the elicitation of synonyms or multiple 
glosses. Two were disqualified because there was either confusion over the gloss or there is no word for 
it in the languages. For nine additional items, the form from one or more of the Hunjara or Kaina Ke 
wordlists was excluded for one of the following reasons: the word was a loan word from Hiri Motu, no 
gloss was given, or because the wrong word was elicited.13 For twenty-one other items, the form from 
one or more of the wordlists from the other languages was excluded for one of the same reasons. 

The forms elicited for the 142 items used in the comparison are listed in appendix C. 

2.2.4 Recorded Text Testing 

Besides asking people how well they understood Hunjara, the survey team used comprehension tests 
(RTTs) to get a more direct measure of the intelligibility of Hunjara to Kaina Ke speakers. The team 
followed the retelling method described in Kluge (2005), which requires that individuals listen to a 
recording of a short, unfamiliar narrative and repeat what they hear, segment by segment. The test is 
scored by counting how many core elements of the story the subject is able to repeat out of all the core 
elements in the story identified by pilot testing with speakers of the recorded dialect. The team tested the 
story on people with little contact14 with Hunjara to see how well Kaina Ke speakers could understand 
Hunjara without learning it. 

A general weakness of recorded text testing is that it cannot test comprehension of every kind of 
discourse, since it only tests simple narrative. Grimes (1989:4.1.20) recommends that scores averaging 
75–90 percent indicate marginal intelligibility, and that further testing should be done with more 
complex discourse styles, such as hortatory and expository discourse. Most of the results fall within 75–
90 percent, and it is within this range where the RTT cannot give a strong statement on how good 
understanding actually is. 

There are other weaknesses in the use of RTTs within the Papua New Guinea context. The main 
weakness is the tests assume there is no contact between the test subjects and those speaking the 
language or dialect in question. Whereas it may be possible in other areas of the world to find 
individuals who have had no contact with the test language, PNG’s sociolinguistic situation is comprised 
of many small languages, none of which are particularly dominant, resulting in a high level of contact 
between different language and dialect groups. It is therefore virtually impossible to find test subjects 

                                                                                                                                                                    
8Wordlist elicited at Konje. 
9Wordlists elicited at Koropata and Kiorota. 
10Wordlists elicited at Siai, Hurata, Kikinonda, Oita Tande, Osako, Sagere and Korisata. 
11Wordlist elicited at Nindewari in the Binandere dialect. 
12Four of these twenty-eight were excluded only when comparing the Hunjara and Kaina Ke forms. When comparing 
these wordlists with others in the Binanderean language family, the Hunjara and Kaina forms were excluded because 
they duplicated morphemes, but the forms from many other lists were not excluded because they were new 
morphemes that had not already been compared. Keeping the other wordlists in did not influence the percentages 
between Hunjara and Kaina Ke. 
13Retsema used his best judgment in determining whether or not the correct word was elicited. The only word he 
excluded for this reason was item 54 ‘he walks’, for which in some cases he was given ‘leg going.’ 
14'‘Little contact” for this survey is defined as people who do not have a close relative from Hunjara and who do not 
regularly visit the Hunjara area. 
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who have no contact, thus it is impossible to determine whether the intelligibility being tested is 
inherent or learned. 

During this survey, a specific problem with the recorded text test development was that the words 
used in the Hunjara text for ‘gun’ and ‘bullets’ also referred to a child’s toy made of a stick and fruits that 
somewhat resembled a pop-gun. The original meaning only referred to the toy, but when the people first 
saw guns they extended the meaning of the words to include guns too. However, in hearing the story 
some people translated the word meaning ‘gun’ to mean ‘stick’ or ‘spear’ and the word used for ‘bullets’ 
to mean ‘fruit’ or ‘seed’. This was true of both the pilot test and in Kaina Ke, and both answers were 
accepted. 

Test development 

The survey team decided to develop a comprehension test in Hunjara to be tested in Kaina Ke and also a 
hometown test for Kaina Ke speakers. The Hunjara test was developed in Papaki as that was felt to be a 
central dialect, based on reported information from other Hunjara villages. In addition, the Hunjara 
translation team reported two dialects of Hunjara, with all the translators being from the more westerly 
dialect, where Papaki is located. The location for the Kaina Ke text was Kokoda village, as that was one 
of the furthest villages from Hunjara, so presumably there would be less contact with Hunjara. As there 
were no reported dialects within Kaina Ke, the people tested were only screened by age and contact with 
Hunjara. As there were not enough suitable test-takers in Kokoda village, testing also took place in 
Perive. 

The stories were elicited from local men who had not spent long periods of time living elsewhere. 
After the stories had been recorded, they were written down in the language by someone from the 
language group, translated, and split into segments of one or two sentences. 

As a pilot test, ten or more people who spoke the same variety as the storyteller were given the test. 
The participants were played each segment in turn and asked to retell the story in Tok Pisin or English. 
Based on what was retold, the surveyor probed to make sure important details had not been left out. The 
answers were compared and core elements identified. An item was considered a core element if all or all 
but one of the pilot test subjects mentioned it. If the team felt that a person was an unreliable test-taker, 
their answers were ignored. The core elements form the scoring system for the test; each core element is 
one point. (A translation of the texts may be found in appendix A, along with the scoring systems.) 

Sampling 

The goal of the survey team was to test at least ten Kaina Ke speakers who were competent test takers 
and who had the least contact with Hunjara. The reason subjects with the least amount of contact were 
used is that the team wanted to know how well people could understand the speech varieties because of 
the relatedness of the languages and not how well they had learned the other varieties. The team 
assumed that the people with the least contact with the other varieties were those ten to fifteen years 
old15 who did not often travel to Hunjara and who do not have close relatives from Hunjara. Therefore, 
subjects were screened for contact by age and contact through travel and relatives, and they were 
screened for competency through their performance on the test of their own speech variety. People who 
were judged to have had too much contact or who did not score above 88 percent (16 out of 18) on the 
Kaina Ke hometown test were not tested. Of the seventeen subjects who took the Kaina Ke hometown 
test, eleven people passed and were tested on the Hunjara text, six in Kokoda village and five in Perive. 
They were aged between nine and 25 years old, all with little contact with Hunjara; many had never 
visited Hunjara. 

                                                   
15The survey team assumed that children younger than ten would be less competent at test taking, and individuals 
older than 15 would have travelled more. Therefore, primarily subjects between ten and fifteen years of age were 
tested. Some subjects outside this range were tested because they proved to have very little contact and be 
competent test-takers. 
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Test administration 

The method for administering the tests was the same as with the pilot test. After collecting information 
about each subject (age, schooling and contact with neighbouring language varieties), the test was given 
in the home variety so the subject could get used to the test format and to screen for competency. If their 
score was 87 percent or lower, they were not tested further as they were not reliable test-takers. After 
the hometown test, the subjects retold the story from Hunjara. For both stories, if the subject failed to 
mention a core element in his/her response, the surveyors tried to probe for understanding of that detail. 
Following their retelling of the two stories, the participants were asked a series of attitude questions 
about the speech varieties they had listened to, and asked to rank which story was easiest/hardest. The 
attitude questions are listed in section 8.5.2. 

Scoring 

The tests were reviewed individually. Deviating responses were discussed in comparison to base-line 
responses and responses by other participants, and then scored accordingly. Some responses were given 
half credit. The contact details for participants were also reviewed. If participants were found to have 
scored under 88 percent on the hometown test or if they were judged to have had too much contact with 
Hunjara, then their scores were ignored. 

3 Churches and missions 

The church is one of the main social institutions in Papua New Guinea. Thus, churches’ attitudes towards 
community projects such as language development significantly influence the potential success of such 
projects. 

Church parish or district boundaries can cover other language groups. Where this was known to 
have been the case, we have included the names of the congregations outside the Hunjara-Kaina Ke area 
that are within the same church districts/parishes. 

3.1 History of work in the area 

3.1.1 Anglican Church 

The Anglican Church arrived in the Wedau language area of Milne Bay Province in 1891 and set up the 
first mission station at Dogura. Their work took place primarily in Milne Bay Province until the 
government requested that the mission start working at the mouth of the Mambare River in Oro 
province, in the Binandere language area. It was their hope this would promote peace in the area. In 
1900 the first permanent mission station on the Mambare River was begun by Copland King and 
Melanesian teacher David Tatoo (Wetherall 1977:37). 

Later they went up and down the Oro coast, arriving in 1922 in Gona, in the Ewage-Notu language 
area. The mission moved inland to Isivita, in the Orokaiva language area, and in 1942 a Hunjara man 
took the mission from there to Sirorata. In 1946 he moved to Eiwo as an evangelist and aid post orderly. 
In 1957 the first church building was built at Eiwo and by 1963 Eiwo was established as a Parish, with a 
hospital, school and banking facilities. There was an airstrip at Papaki. In 1947 a mission station was 
established near Sairope. A church building was built in Saga in 1951. Following the eruption of Mount 
Lamington, the mission moved to its current location in Sairope in 1954. The mission continued to 
branch out and move inland, going from Eiwo to Kebara, Gorari and Saga. 

Historically the Anglican Church has encouraged the use of the vernacular. Some of the first 
missionaries translated literature into Orokaiva. The current Bishop is trying to send priests to work in 
their own language areas to aid understanding. The priests in Sairope and Eiwo are Hunjara speakers; at 
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Gorari the priest speaks Kaina Ke. At Saga the priest-in-charge is an Ewage-Notu speaker and the 
assistant priest is a Kaina Ke speaker.16 

The Anglican Church is probably still the biggest denomination in the area. Most Anglican members 
attend their parish church. There are a few chapels17 in villages further from the parish church. People in 
a village with a chapel may still choose to attend the parish church. The villages within the parishes are 
listed below: 
• St. Francis parish church (Sairope) – Sairope, Putembo, Warina, Fambe. 
• Asafa sub-parish18 (under Sairope) is made up of mountain villages, which are not part of Hunjara; 

they may be part of the Ömie language. 
• St. David parish church (Eiwo) – Ilimo, Papaki, Asisi, Sirorata, Evasusu, Bouru, Hamara, Haki, 

Hojavahambo, Hojaki. There are chapels at Sirorata and Evasusu. 
• St. Bartholomew parish church (Gorari) – Waju, Sisireta and Sauni. There is a chapel at Sauni. 
• Holy Trinity parish church (Saga) – Botue, Amada, Kokoda, Kokoda Station and Kanga (Biage). 

There is a chapel at Kanga. 
• Holy Name sub-parish (under Saga) church (Kebara) – Perive, Kanandara, Felai (Biage), Sengi and 

Kamondo. 
• People living in Ombisusu go to Waseta parish church in Orokaiva. 

The parishes of Sairope, Asafa, Eiwo, Gorari, Saga and Kebara, along with Emo River parish (Ömie 
language) form Kokoda Deanery. Priests are required to occasionally preach at different churches within 
the deanery. The Mothers Union has monthly deanery meetings. The dean is currently the priest of 
Sairope parish. He has been dean for the last four years and will probably continue for another two 
years. 

3.1.2 Seventh-Day Adventist (SDA) 

The first SDA missionaries arrived in PNG in 1908, setting up a mission station at Bisiatabu, Central 
province (50 kilometres east of Port Moresby) in 1909. In 1924 the missionaries advanced inland over 
the Kokoda trail, establishing a mission at Efogi (Jones 2004:26–31). Local Christians reported that the 
mission followed the Kokoda trail into Oro province, reaching Kokoda in 1961. 

The church in Sirorata was started in 1976 by a local man who went to work in the highlands; when 
he returned, he started an SDA church. From Sirorata he went out to Bouru, Asisi and other villages. The 
church in Waju was started in 1992 by a man from that village who married a lady from Wawanga (Ese 
language, Oro province) and joined the SDA church there. Similarly, the church in Sairope was started 
by a man from that village who went to work in Popondetta. The church was started in Sairope in 1996. 
The congregations listed below are part of Kokoda district. 

In the Hunjara-Kaina Ke language area there are currently SDA congregations at Kokoda Station, 
Sirorata, Asisi, Bouru, Hamara, Sairope19 and Waju. There are also congregations in the neighbouring 
Biage language at Abuari, Felai, Alola, Hoi, Hagutava and Isurava, and in the Ömie language at Asafa 
and Enjoro. 

                                                   
16Anglican priests usually serve three years in one parish, after which they may be transferred to another parish, 
usually within the same diocese. Currently the Bishop is trying to send priests to their own language areas. In the 
other denominations the leaders are usually from the villages in which they are serving. 
17A chapel has no resident priest. The parish priest visits to administer the sacraments. 
18A sub-parish is a group of villages which used to be part of another parish but are in the process of establishing 
themselves as a separate parish. They function as a sub-parish with a parish priest for a while, before becoming a 
parish in their own right. 
19The SDA congregations in Sairope, Waju, Hoi and Felai are “hand-churches,” meaning they have no resident 
pastors. 
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3.1.3 Covenant Ministries International (CMI) 

Originally these were Christian Revival Crusade (CRC) Churches. The first CRC church in the area was in 
Ajeka in the mid-1970’s, and was started by a man from Ajeka who went to visit his sister in Port 
Moresby and brought the CRC denomination back. People from Waju and Ombisusu reported that people 
from their villages went to Ajeka to worship at the CRC church and later established CRC churches in 
their own villages. The CRC church in Sauni was started in 1990 by a local man who returned from 
working in Port Moresby and started a fellowship group with the youth, many of whom were criminals 
at the time; this group grew into a church. 

Around 2003 most CRC churches in the Hunjara-Kaina area changed to CMI. Different churches 
reported different underlying reasons for the change. 

The governing church for Kokoda district is at Sauni. The CMI churches that fall under it are in 
Ombisusu, Ajeka, Putembo, Pija (located on the road between Ajeka and Hojavahambo), Papaki, Haki, 
Hamara, Sauni, Waju, Sisireta, Perive, Kanandara, Iora (a settlement of people from many languages in 
the Biage area), Sengi, Kendasusu (near Kokoda Staion),20 Kokoda Station, Amada and Kovelo (Biage 
language). 

It was reported that there is only one CRC church left in the area, at Kokoda Station. 

3.1.4 New Apostolic Church 

The New Apostolic Church came to PNG (Port Moresby) in 1975. A local man brought it to Popondetta 
in 1985. It spread out into the villages with local people taking the denomination back to their own 
villages. It reached Ombisusu in 1986, Sairope in 1987, Sengi in 1990 and Waju in 1992. 

There are New Apostolic churches in Sengi, Kokoda Station, Amada, Savaea (Biage), Sisireta, Waju 
(overseen by the community evangelist, based at Waju) and also at Somara, Sairope, Ajeka and 
Ombisusu. 

3.1.5 Renewal Church 

The Renewal church was started in Oro province, in Kiorota (an Orokaiva village) in 1984. The 
denomination is reported to have spread throughout the country and into Papua (Indonesia). It was 
brought by local people to Waju in 1996 and to Kokoda in 2004. 

In July 2006 there was a mini-crusade in Kokoda village for three days. Many people were reported 
to have been miraculously healed and were subsequently baptised. There are some Renewal Church 
members there, but they do not meet regularly. They plan to start construction on a church building, 
after which they hope to meet more regularly. 

There are Renewal churches in Waju, Felai (Biage) and a new one starting in Kokoda village, 
currently overseen by the pastor at Waju. 

3.1.6 Christ for the Nation 

Christ for the Nation started in Israel, but came to PNG in 2004, first to Lae, then to other provinces. A 
Kaina Ke who was working as a CRC pastor in Madang heard their teaching. He pulled out of CRC and 
returned to his own village Sengi, to establish Christ for the Nation, starting the Upper Room Fellowship 
in 2005. He is still training as a pastor. At the time of the survey he had completed four months training, 
and is now doing his practical, before returning to the Lae “Christ for the Nation Watchman School” for 
another four months. 

                                                   
20Exact location unknown. 
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3.1.7 Other denominations 

There was reported to be a small PNG Revival church in Ilimo, although the survey team was unable to 
meet with people from that church. There may also be a PNG Revival church in Hamara. There may be 
Assemblies of God (AOG) churches in Hojaki and Gorari.21 Papaki CMI reported that AOG worked in the 
area. Waju CMI reported PNG Revival had had an unsuccessful church plant. Sengi CMI reported that 
Charismatic Lutherans, AOG, Four-Square, Christ’s Ambassadors and Christian Life Centre had visited the 
area for ministry. 

There are Jehovah’s Witnesses members at Savaea (Biage), Handauta (between Ajeka and Sairope, 
near Kumusi bridge) and Hurembo (somewhere in ward 19). The team saw a large, permanent metal 
Jehovah’s Witness Kingdom Hall at Kokoda Station, but did not manage to find out if there are others in 
the Kaina area. Sairope and Eiwo station reported that they had tried to convert people between 1976 
and 1980. 

3.1.8 Interdenominational mission: “Every Home for Christ” 

In Kebara there is a team of ten people working with Every Home for Christ, an inter-denominational 
mission that started in 1946 in Canada and came to PNG in 1996. At the moment, they are the only team 
in Oro province. The team leader (originally from Bougainville) is the Province Coordinator, and the rest 
of the team are local men and women. They visit home to home so that everyone may hear the gospel. 
Kebara village was planning to host a national gathering of Every Home for Christ in November 2006. 

3.2 Language use parameters within church services 

3.2.1 As reported 

With the exception of Waju SDA church and churches whose congregation included Kokoda Station: Saga 
Anglican Church and Kokoda SDA church, all churches reportedly used the vernacular for spontaneous 
prayer, the sermon and announcements. Some reported that English and Tok Pisin might also be used, 
but the dominant language in these domains was said to be the vernacular. Waju SDA church used 
mainly Tok Pisin because one family in their congregation does not know the vernacular since they are 
from the Highlands (the father is a government officer based at Ilimo). It seems that the extensive use of 
Tok Pisin in Waju SDA church is mainly for their benefit. Many churches reported that if people who did 
not understand the vernacular were present then Tok Pisin or English would be used for the sermon and 
announcements. Similarly with singing, they might use more songs from languages understood by the 
visitors22 if the group was mixed. 

Whether or not the vernacular was used for singing in church varied by denomination. Anglican and 
CMI churches all reported using predominantly the vernacular, although the Anglican churches also sing 
hymns in the services, which are usually in English; there are no Hunjara songbooks. Eiwo parish church 
also reported that they use the Orokaiva hymn book in addition to the English. Renewal churches 
reported use of various other neighbouring languages, which is not uncommon in PNG. Only in Waju 
Renewal Church did people report that a neighbouring language, Orokaiva, predominates for singing, 
presumably because the Renewal denomination originated in an Orokaiva village. SDA and New 
Apostolic churches used predominantly English with some Tok Pisin and Motu. Some reported that they 
occasionally sang in the vernacular, others reported only the use of national languages. 

For Scripture reading in church, English was the dominant language, except in Waju SDA who used 
only Tok Pisin, and New Apostolic churches who used both English and Tok Pisin. Three churches (Sengi 
New Apostolic, Sirorata Anglican Chapel and Eiwo Anglican Church) reported that they occasionally use 
Orokaiva; the priest at Eiwo said they use it about once a month. 
                                                   
21One Hunjara translator informed the survey team of the Revival and AOG churches. 
22This could include Tok Pisin, English or other vernaculars such as Orokaiva. 
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The Anglican Church liturgy is in English. Eiwo parish has purchased some copies of the liturgy in 
Orokaiva to translate into Hunjara. They would like to have two English and two Hunjara services per 
month. In some churches, some parts of the sung liturgy have been translated by the musicians into the 
vernacular. Sirorata reported that Hunjara is used for the liturgy; people translate as they go from 
English. 

3.2.2 As observed 

The survey team observed church services at St. David Church (Eiwo), Papaki CMI, Waju CMI, Uriri 
Renewal Church23 and Waju New Apostolic church. They did not have the opportunity to observe an 
SDA meeting. 

Eiwo Anglican Church, as reported, used English for most of the parts of the service that were 
written. Some parts of the liturgy were sung in Hunjara language. There were many songs in Hunjara, 
one in Tok Pisin and one in Ewage. The sermon was in English and Hunjara. 

The survey team observed that the churches they visited had greater use of English and Tok Pisin 
than reported. However, during interviews, many church leaders said that if the congregation included 
people who are not vernacular speakers, then more English and Tok Pisin would be used. Thus, the 
team’s presence could have led to the greater use of English and Tok Pisin in the services. 

CMI churches (Papaki and Waju) made extensive use of English (particularly with songs) and often 
mixed English, Tok Pisin and the vernacular when talking or preaching. They made use of chants in 
English. Some songs were in English but with a verse or more translated into the vernacular or another 
language. It was impossible to tell what languages were used for prayer because everyone prayed out 
loud simultaneously. Waju New Apostolic Church used mainly Tok Pisin throughout the Sunday service. 
Waju Renewal church used Tok Pisin for prayer and the sermon, with some use of the vernacular. The 
Bible was read in English. Many different languages were used for songs, mainly Tok Pisin, Kaina Ke and 
English, but also one each in Ewage-Notu, Ese and Orokaiva. 

3.3 Summary 

Nearly all the churches in the area are led by native speakers of Hunjara-Kaina Ke. There is extensive use 
of the vernacular in the churches, particularly Anglican and CMI churches, except for Bible reading. The 
only exceptions to this are three churches where some members of the congregation do not speak the 
vernacular because they have moved to the area for work, or because the congregation also includes the 
neighbouring Biage language. 

4 Education 

To ascertain a language group’s capability to contribute to a language development program, the survey 
team sought to gain information in the area of education. In particular: 
• What is the average level of education? 
• Who in the communities has secondary level education? What are these people doing now? 
• Do the communities value education? 
• What is the literacy rate in the communities? 

To this end, the team spoke to teachers or residents in each village asking about school attendance; 
how many people finshed grade 6, grade 8, grade 10, and beyond; general literacy levels; and attitudes 
toward education. The team also sought to gather information on the existence of and attitudes towards 
vernacular education. 

                                                   
23Uriri Renewal Church is in Waju village. 
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4.1 History of schools in the area 

There are eight community/primary schools currently functioning in the Hunjara-Kaina area. The first 
schools in the area were those started by Anglican missionaries in the 1940s and 50s. Between 1998 and 
2002, when education reform policy was introduced, many villages founded an elementary school. Some 
but not all of the community schools received ‘top-up’ (grades 7 and 8). Under the reform system, a new 
elementary school is normally built separately from the community school leaving classrooms available 
for grades 7 and 8. However, at some schools in the Hunjara-Kaina area, the grade 1 and 2 classrooms 
are being used for elementary classes so new classrooms need to be built for grades 7 and 8. This may be 
a factor slowing down the introduction of top-up. 

As part of the education reform, the government is encouraging schools to include the use of local 
languages in the classrooms for lower primary (grades 3–5). Teachers in Ilimo and Sairope reported they 
are implementing this policy. 

4.2 School sites and sizes 

The Hunjara-Kaina Ke area is well served by elementary and community or primary Schools. The schools 
are listed in table 7, with details where known. Four community/primary schools are Anglican Agency 
schools; these are marked [ANG]. 

Table 7. Schools in the Hunjara-Kaina Ke area 

School Name Village/Year Established Grade Levels 
Ombisusu Elementary School Ombisusu/2001 EP & E1 
Sairope Elementary School Sairope/2001 EP, E1 & E2 
Ajeka Elementary School   
Sirorata Elementary School Sirorata/2006 EP & E1 
Ilimo Elementary School Ilimo EP, E1 & E2 
Hamara Elementary School   
Hanjiri (Sauni) Elementary 
School Sauni/2000 EP & E1 

Gorari Elementary School   
Ambene Elementary School   
Waju Elementary School Waju/2001 EP & E2 
Sengi Elementary School Kebara/1998 EP, E1, E2 
Perive Elementary School Kebara/1998 E1, E2 
Kebara Elementary School Kebara/1998 EP 
Kokoda Elementary School Kokoda Station EP, E1 & E2 
Sairope Primary [ANG] Sairope/1947, top-up 2003 3, 4, 5, 6 & 8 
Ajeka Community school Ajeka/1962  

Gorari Community School [ANG]  
3-6. 5 yr plan for top-up, 
still working on AusAID 
funding proposal  

Hamara Community School   
Eiwo Community School [ANG]   
Ilimo Primary School Ilimo/1962, top-up 2002 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8 
Kebara Primary School [ANG] Kebara 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8 
Kokoda Primary School Kokoda Station 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8 
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Reports vary as to what languages Kokoda Elementary uses. In Amada, people reported that they 
used Kaina Ke, but in Kokoda village and Perive people reported Tok Pisin. 

Currently there are three elementary schools at Kebara. Sengi, Perive and Kebara each founded 
elementary schools in their villages, but in 2005 all these schools moved to the site of Kebara Primary 
School. The Perive elementary teacher said she thought all three schools would merge to become one 
school in 2007 or 2008, which would then be called Kebara Elementary School. Sengi Elementary School 
continues to operate separately, while Perive and Kebara Elementary Schools are working together, and 
are closer to merging. Elementary-prep children from both Perive and Kebara are taught at Kebara 
Elementary School. E1 and E2 children from both villages are taught at Perive Elementary School. 

Some children attend vocational schools after grade 6 or grade 8. They typically attend for two or 
three years to gain a trade certificate in skills such as carpentry, bricklaying, plumbing, home economics 
or mechanics. Schools that students from this area have attended are listed in table 8. 

Table 8. Vocational schools attended by Hunjara-Kaina Ke speakers 

School Name Location 
Kokoda Vocational Centre Kokoda 
Sangara Vocational Centre (Orokaiva) 
Higaturu Vocational Centre (Orokaiva) 
Popondetta Vocational Centre/Village Development Centre Popondetta 
University of Vudal (Agricultural college) Popondetta 
Tufi Vocational Centre Tufi 

 

Grades 7 and 8 are not offered at all schools within the language area; they are offered in the 
Sairope, Ilimo, Kebara and Kokoda schools. Children from Ombisusu village attend Waseta Primary 
School (in Orokaiva language area) for grades 7 and 8. When children graduate from grade 8 they may 
attend the secondary schools outside the language area, listed in table 9. 

Table 9. Secondary schools attended by Hunjara-Kaina Ke speaking children 

School Name Location Grade Levels 
Martyr’s Memorial Secondary School [ANG] Hagenhambo (Orokaiva) 9, 10, 11 & 12 
Popondetta Secondary School Popondetta 9, 10, 11 & 12 
Embogo Secondarya School Sauga (Orokaiva) 9 & 10 
Bariji Secondary School Afore (Ese) 9 & 10 
aIt is not clear whether Embogo and Bariji Schools are called High Schools or Secondary Schools. 
Surveyors have been told both names. 

4.3 Staff 

Many of the elementary schools have only one teacher who teaches more than one grade. Usually the 
teacher is from the village, except in the case of Sengi, where the E2 teacher is married in from Hunjara 
and uses a mixture of Hunjara, Kaina Ke and English with the children. In the two primary schools 
interviewed, the lower primary (up to grade 5) teachers were usually Hunjara-Kaina Ke speakers, but 
grade 6-8 teachers were not. 

4.4 Enrolment, attendance, and academic achievement 

4.4.1 Elementary school enrolment 

Although there are fourteen elementary schools, most of which start a new EP class each year, there are 
still many children in the villages who do not attend school. Ombisusu and Hanjiri (Sauni) Elementary 
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reported there is not enough capacity to take all the children. In Ombisusu many of the children are 
over-age for elementary (10–12 years old) because of this. If they get another teacher then they could 
start EP next year, but the community is finding it hard to find the funds to pay for a teacher; they hope 
that next year the government will contribute so they can train a teacher. Sairope Elementary School 
also expressed a need for another teacher to increase capacity. The elementary school in Sirorata opened 
this year; before that the children went to Eiwo. Many of the children currently attending are over-age, 
because it was too hard for them to go to school before. Sirorata Elementary School is accepting the 
older children first and will take the younger school-age children later. 

The majority of villages said that school fees were a barrier to children enrolling in school. The 
most common reasons for children not attending school were illness, being needed to help in the garden 
or harvesting cash crops, or rain making it hard to walk to school. 

All villages reported that the community was generally happy with the schools. The Sauni 
community was reportedly especially happy that their children do not have to walk to another village 
along the road to go to school. People in Sirorata were most happy that their children can learn to read, 
write and learn Hunjara. Ombisusu community was happy to have an institution in their village. 

A Perive elementary teacher said that sometimes teachers do not attend school, so the community is 
not happy. He anticipated that Kebara, Sengi and Perive elementary schools would merge and the 
teachers who were not committed would not be employed in the combined school. 

However, in Waju, the elementary teacher reported that the parents did not support the school by 
building the necessary classrooms; she was teaching in her own open-sided house because the classroom 
was not finished. She also reported dropping attendance; in the previous year, the EP class had to skip to 
E2 because there were not enough to form an E1 class. Of forty-five enrolled this year in EP and E2, only 
thirty attend. 

In some other villages, though, there was evidence of higher community support for the schools. In 
Sairope, the community may help with teaching culture if there is a special reason. In Ombisusu, clan 
leaders help teach culture occasionally, maybe once a month, and in Sauni the community language 
committee (made up of three local men) help teach culture. 

4.4.2 Primary school enrolment 

Sairope Primary school serves Sairope, Warina, Fambe, Evasusu, Boru, Javotepa,24 Maujeta, Putembo 
and Butipe, all of which are in the Hunjara area. There are children attending Ilimo Primary School from 
Ilimo, Sauni, Ingi, Maju, Papaki, Hojavahambo, Hamara, Asisi, Hojaki, Pija, Ajeka and Sorape in the 
Hunjara area, and Ambene in the Kaina area. In Ombisusu it was reported that there are not many grade 
6 graduates in the village, though many students do go as far as grade 4 or 5. 

The survey team was not able to find out primary school Enrolment figures for every school or 
village. In Ilimo, the head teacher said many school age children do not attend school, and in Sairope the 
same thing was reported. She also commented that there are older children in the lower grades at Ilimo. 

The main reason for not enrolling a child in school was school fees, though Sairope said parents 
may say that their child is too small. Flooding and heavy rain prevent children attending school, even 
the ones who live near the road, or the parents may need the children to help in the garden or with the 
oil palm harvest. 

In Ilimo the parents who send their children to school reported they are satisfied with the school, 
while the parents who do not send their children to school were said not to do so because of apathy 
rather than dissatisfaction in the school’s services. Parents were said to become discouraged if their child 
was not offered of a high school place. 

The teacher in Sairope reported that the community is not happy with school fees. Sengi community 
said they were happy that the school was nearby so the children could get a good education. In Kokoda 
the community said they were happy with the school and the children like playing soccer at school. 

                                                   
24Assumed to be somewhere in the Hunjara area; exact location unknown. 
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4.4.3 Language use and attitudes in primary schools 

As part of the education reform, the government is encouraging schools to promote the use of local 
languages in the classroom for lower primary (grades 3 to 5). Both Ilimo and Sairope Primary School 
reported that lower primary teachers were Hunjara speakers and would use Hunjara along with English 
to aid the children’s understanding. The teachers for upper primary were from other language groups 
and would use only English, except in culture lessons when the teachers at Ilimo may use Tok Pisin, 
though if they knew Hunjara, they would use Hunjara. The teachers remind children to use English on 
the playground, but do not punish them for using other languages. The survey team was not able to 
interview teachers at other primary schools to find out about their language use policies. 

With the reform curriculum there was supposed to be an awareness campaign about the changes, 
but it never happened in Oro Province. The headmistress of Ilimo Primary School reported that she has 
tried to explain to parents about using Hunjara in the lower primary classroom, but many parents still 
are not happy about it; they want English to be the only language used in primary schools. However, the 
teacher in Sairope said the community is happy with the school. He reported that because it is 
government policy for the vernacular to be used in lower primary, the community is happy about the use 
of Hunjara in the classroom. Whether his views are representative of the community is unknown. 

People answering the community education questionnaires in Sengi, Amada and Kokoda village said 
that at Kebara and Kokoda Primary Schools the children were only allowed to use English. If the teachers 
heard them using other languages they would be given a punishment like cutting the grass. The 
respondents indicated people were happy with this policy. People at Amada said it would help the 
children learn English better. Whether the respondents are up to date with the school’s language policy is 
not known. 

4.4.4 Secondary school enrolment 

Every village the team visited reported that there were children from their village currently enrolled in 
secondary school. People in Kokoda village reported there are discussions going on about opening a 
secondary school at Kokoda. The number and percentage of children from each village attending 
secondary school is reported in table 10. 

Table 10. Number of Hunjara-Kaina Ke children enrolled in secondary school 

Village Number of secondary 
school students 

Number of children 
aged 16–25a 

Percentage of children aged 16–25 
attending secondary school 

Ombisusu  6 98 6.1% 

Sairope 13 92 14.1% 

Ilimo 5 65 7.7% 

Sirorata 5 38 13.2% 

Sauni 5 70 7.1% 

Waju 2 65 3.1% 

Perive 8 81 9.9% 

Sengi 5 87 5.7% 

Kokoda 4 30 13.3% 

Amada 8 26 30.8% 
aThis is based on the number of children in the villages aged 10 to 19 at the time of the 2000 National Census. As it 
is now six years later, these children will now be aged 16 to 25, and are the most likely age group to be attending 
secondary school. 
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Ilimo Primary School reported that of the twenty-nine children who graduated from grade 8 last 
year, fifteen started grade 9 this year, but one of these fifteen later dropped out because of difficulties 
paying the school fees. 

Sairope Primary School reported that twenty-seven graduated from their last grade 8 class (in 
2004). Twenty of those went on to secondary school, but only thirteen are still there; the rest dropped 
out because of the school fees. 

4.4.5 Literacy and academic achievement 

The alphabet used in elementary schools was fairly uniform in Hunjara but not in Kaina Ke. Every 
Hunjara village (except for Sauni) reported that the alphabet was A, B, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, M, N, O, P, 
R, S, T, U, V. The trial alphabet from the Alphabet Development Workshop also included ‘hr’ and nasal 
vowels (ã, ẽ, ĩ, õ, ũ) but the teachers did not report them to be part of the alphabet they are using. 
Teachers in Kaina Ke seemed more uncertain about the alphabet; the two reports on the alphabet differ 
from each other and from the trial alphabet. 

Outside of elementary schools, there are no literacy programs in the villages. In Sauni they reported 
that in the 1970s one man taught literacy classes but he has since become a Franciscan monk. Perive 
reported that when the elementary school came in people formed a Kaina Ke translation committee in 
Kebara, but one of the old men involved in it died and the project was abandoned. In Waju, Neil 
Kombari (one of two Kaina Ke men who attended the Translation Awareness Workshop held by SIL) 
intends to meet with the education office as he is thinking of starting a literacy program. 

When asked whether or not people in the community felt literacy was important, most respondents 
replied that it is now. In Sairope the teacher said, “Now it’s important, especially to the new generation.” 
In Ilimo the teacher replied, “Some people who didn’t go to school regret it and are starting to realise it’s 
important.” The only exception to this was in Ombisusu where the teacher answered that, in his opinion, 
people from the community felt, “It’s not that important.” 

In general, people reported that more men know how to read than women, and more young people 
than old, and many people who could read, could not write. Sauni was the only village to report that 
everyone (men and women) could read. Kokoda and Amada reported that many men and women could 
read. Sengi, Sirorata, Ilimo and Sairope reported that many men could read, but not as many women. 
The groups where it was reported that only very few people could read were Ilimo and Sengi women, 
Ombisusu men, women and older generations (men and women) in Perive. The people who can read do 
so in English (the language used in school) and may also be able to read in Tok Pisin or Hunjara-Kaina 
Ke. In Kokoda respondents stated that people who drop out at lower grades can only read English, but 
people who finish grade 8 or higher can read other languages too. The reported literacy rate and number 
of school leavers are recorded in table 11. 
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Table 11. Reported literacy rate and school leaversa 

 Do many people 
know how to read? 

School leavers 
# in village/# elsewhere or working and nature of 
work 

Other ed. 
qualification 
#, location and 
work where 
knownb  M F Grade 6 Grade 8 Grade 10 Grade12 

Ombisusu 

Many do 
not know 
TP, E, H, 
K 

Even 
more 
don’t 
know 
TP, E, Ork 

11/2 
Voc. Sch. 

7/2 
Voc. Sch, 
store 

10/1 
elementary 
teacher in 
village 

0/0 Bible School – 3. 

Sairope 
Many 
know. 
E, H TP 

Less than 
half 
know. 
E, H, few 
TP 

39/2 
Voc. Sch. work 
at Sawmill 

11/0 

18/2  
Voc. Sch. 
Ramu 
sugar  

2/0 

Teacher Coll–15. 
University – 2. 
gvmt dept – 
POM 
new graduate 
finding work 

Ilimo Yes 
E, TP, H 

A few can 
read, 
many 
scared to 
write 
TP, E, H 

Many/0 4/0 16/0 
0/1 
working 
in town 

Teacher Coll–9. 

Sirorata 

Yes 
E, TP, H 
(few 
middle-
aged men 
self 
taught to 
read H) 

Not many 
E, TP, H 

16/13 
Voc. Sch. 2/0 

11/10 
mostly 
women, 
work in 
stores, and 
gvmt depts. 

0/0 

Teacher Coll–3. 
University – 2. 
Civil engineer–
Aus-1 
Engineer–Ok 
Tedi mine-1 

Sauni  

All read, 
many 
cannot 
write 
E, TP, H 

All read, 
many 
cannot 
write  
E, TP, H 

18/0 

4/3 
currently 
at Voc. 
Sch 

12/0 

0/1 
Post 
Office–
Lae 

University – 1. 
Archaeologist–  
POM 

Waju 

At least 
45% 
E, K, TP, 
M 

At least 
45% 
E, K, TP, 
M 

Many/0 5/0 

20/3. 
Ramu 
sugar, 
Elementary 
teacher in 
village 

1/0 
wants to 
go to 
college 

University – 4. 
current student,  
Telikom – POM  
lawyer – POM,   
Gvmt Dept–Fiji 
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 Do many people 
know how to read? 

School leavers 
# in village/# elsewhere or working and nature of 
work 

Other ed. 
qualification 
#, location and 
work where 
knownb  M F Grade 6 Grade 8 Grade 10 Grade12 

Perive 

Most 
young 
men, 
some 
middle-
aged men, 
no 
elderly. 
E, 
TP(some), 
K (people 
can read, 
but no 
books) 

Only 
young 
women. 
E, 
TP(some), 
K (people 
can read, 
but have 
no books 
available) 

Many/currently 
in Voc. Sch. Many/0 

11/1 
elementary 
teacher in 
village 

0/0 

University – 3 
from Kebara. 
high school 
teacher, 
librarian, bank 
employee 

Sengi Many  
E, TP, K 

few  
E, TP, K 93/0 

9/2 
currently 
in Voc. 
Sch. 

9/3. Police, 
customs, 
store 

0/0 0 

Kokoda 
Many 
E, TP, M, 
K  

Many 
E, TP, K 

5 (1 went to 
Voc. Sch.) 1/0  5/0 0/0 0 

Amada 
Many 
E, TP, K 
(1-1) 

Many 
E, TP, few 
K 

Many/0 4/0 ½ police, 
security 0/0 0 

aTP = Tok Pisin; E = English; H = Hunjara; K = Kaina Ke; Ork = Orokaiva; Voc. Sch. = Vocational School; 
Teacher Coll = Teachers College; gvmnt dep = Government Depaertment; POM = Port Moresby; Aus = Australia; 
M = Hiri Motu 
bSome may be living in their home village. All those working are working away from the Hunjara-Kaina area. 

 

It is not uncommon for students to finish grade 10, at which point some may find work as village 
elementary teachers or with stores, police, government or security, though it is more common for grade 
10 graduates to stay in the village, work in gardens and grow cash crops. Only in Sirorata were there 
roughly equal numbers in the village and elsewhere, and it was reported that most of the people who 
were working elsewhere were women. A few may go on to grade 12 and university or teachers college (it 
is not common to continue education after grade 12). Sairope and Ilimo have an unusually high number 
of students who have been to teachers college. The Kaina Ke villages the team visited seemed to have 
fewer students going beyond grade 10 than the villages in Hunjara. Waju was unusual in having three 
university graduates, a current university student and a grade 12 leaver who wants to go to university. 
The other Kaina Ke villages25 sampled did not know of anyone from their village who had gone beyond 
grade 10 (although people in Perive knew of three university graduates from Kebara). 

After grade 6 or 8, students may go to vocational school and subsequently find employment, though 
the elementary teacher at Waju said vocational school students typically do not get paying jobs, but 

                                                   
25It should be noted that Kokoda and Amada are significantly smaller villages than the others visited. 
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rather do “odd jobs” around the village. However, in other villages there were students who had been 
through vocational school and had found work. Some are reported to be working in Popondetta, Port 
Moresby and Lae. In Sairope it was reported that two students who had finished grade 6 and vocational 
school had work at a sawmill. The Sirorata elementary teacher said they can find work in Popondetta, 
Port Moresby or Lae. Perive respondents said part of the vocational school training was practical work 
experience at the oil palm company, which had the potential to lead to employment. 

4.5 Summary 

There are a number of educated people in the Hunjara-Kaina Ke area, many from the younger 
generation. The biggest barrier to education seems to be school fees, and school attendance is relatively 
low due to this and other factors. There are some who have finished grade 10 living in the villages, 
although people who have finished higher education tend to be living and working elsewhere. People 
seem to value literacy and many of the literate people are literate in English. Parents want their children 
to learn English and are supportive of school policies that give punishments if children use other 
languages in school, however they do also seem happy about elementary school and children learning 
the vernacular. 

5 Facilities and economics 

5.1 Supply needs 

People from Hunjara-Kaina Ke may go to market at Sairope, Ombisusu, Papaki, Ilimo, Gorari, Kinea, 
Koma, Kokoda Station and on the Mamba Estate oil plantation. Kokoda Station also has a number of 
larger, well-stocked trade stores. There are smaller trade stores or canteens in at least: Sairope, 
Ombisusu, Sirorata, Ilimo, Papaki, Sauni, Amada, Kokoda, Kebara, Sengi and Waju. 

5.2 Medical needs 

There are aid posts at Waju, Kebara, Kinea, Mamba, Sauni, Ilimo, Eiwo, Ajeka and Sairope. It has been 
reported that the aid posts at Waju, Sauni, Eiwo, Kebara, Ajeka and Sairope do not always have medicine 
and, because of this, are not always open regularly. There is also a hospital at Kokoda Station, which is 
regularly open and has medicine. 

5.3 Sources of income 

Selling fruit, greens and other vegetables at various markets is the most common method of making 
money. There are also cash crops of cocoa, coffee and vanilla grown by some people. There are a number 
of cocoa bean driers in some of the villages. Some men work as porters on the Kokoda trail. Many people 
in Hunjara-Kaina Ke have oil palm blocks. 

6 Social sketch 

6.1 Social cohesion 

6.1.1 Cultural identity 

Most Hunjara and Kaina cultural practices extend beyond linguistic boundaries. In all the villages it was 
reported that they make use of tapa cloth, which is also used in many other places throughout Oro 
Province. However in some villages it was reported that the pattern or colour used in the tapa cloth may 
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be limited to an individual clan or area. In Sirorata, for example, it was reported that their symbol is a 
certain kind of snake, which only they use. In Ilimo it was reported that they have their own pattern and 
symbol, the star, which they use for their tapa and other decorations. They reported it is taboo for other 
villages to use the same pattern and symbol in their tapas. However, it is not taboo to use the star (which 
is hunjara in Hunjara and Kaina Ke) in other decorations. 

The type or length of tapa may differ throughout the two speech varieties. In Sirorata, it was 
reported that they use a short tapa while other Hunjara villages use a long tapa. However, in Ilimo it was 
reported that the same type of tapa is used from Binandere to Hunjara. 

One thing that differs between Hunjara and Kaina is the use of the grass skirt: it is only used in 
Kaina and not in Hunjara. At a cultural show in Ilimo, the survey team observed that Kaina people also 
use tapa in addition to grass skirts. In Sauni it was explained that Kaina people formerly used only grass 
skirts, but they later adopted the tapa, incorporating it into their traditional decorations and costume. It 
was reported that the men now wear tapa with one bit hanging down the front and one bit hanging 
down the back and the women wear grass skirts and sometimes also wear tapa cloth. These traditional 
items of clothing are now only worn for singsings and events such as the cultural show. 

Throughout Kaina it was reported that each clan has its own leaf, which they use as their sign. 
When they put their leaf on a stick or on the road, people will know that the clan is leaving a message or 
marking a spot. In Sengi it was reported that all the clans within Kaina and Hunjara have their own leaf. 

6.1.2 Leadership 

The ‘lawyer’ is one of the main leaders throughout the two speech communities. Each clan has a lawyer 
who looks after the clan and its members. One job he performs is organising feasts and bride price. He is 
also in charge of making big decisions and working together with other lawyers in resolving conflicts 
between people of different clans. 

Some villages also have a chief who is in charge of all the different clans. He is called the ɛmbo pemi 
or siɾo ɛmbo, meaning ‘big man’ and ‘respected/old man,’ respectively. The overall chief may also be 
considered a lawyer, but he is the one who makes any final decisions between clans and in resolving 
conflicts. He also has the power to refer cases to a higher court or he may decide that the conflict can be 
resolved with compensation only. In Waju, it was reported that he is also the man who must know when 
visitors come to the village. 

6.2 Population movement 

Landweer (1991) includes immigration and emigration as factors influencing the vitality of a language. 
Specifically, she considers immigration to be a factor contributing to language vitality if the immigrants 
are proficient in the local dialect, and if the percentage of adults immigrating to the group is no more 
than 10 percent. She considers emigration to be a factor contributing to language vitality if the 
percentage of adults emigrating from the group is no more than 10 percent, and if emigrants maintain 
the language of and identification with the group in their new location. 

Table 12 tallies the number of male and female immigrants and emigrants for five Hunjara and five 
Kaina Ke speaking villages, and gives the total for Hunjara villages, Kaina Ke villages and all the villages. 
The percentage of the population above 15 years of age that has immigrated is listed in the ‘Immigrant 
%’ column and the percentage of the population above 15 years of age that has emigrated is listed in the 
‘Emigrant %’ column. 
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Table 12. Immigration and emigration for Hunjara and Kaina Ke 

Village Pop.a Adultsb Men 
im 

Men 
em 

Women 
im 

Women 
em 

Total 
im 

Total 
em 

Immigrant 
%c 

Emigrant 
%d 

Sauni 245 143 4 26 11 28 15 54 10.48 27.4 
Ilimo 355 194 4 6 10 17 14 23 7.22 10.61 
Sirorata 195 121 1 34 9 24 10 58 8.26 32.39 
Ombisusu 422 234 3 14 23 16 26 30 11.1 11.35 
Sairope 382 223 3 9 24 8 27 17 12.1 7.08 
Total Hunjara 1599 915 15 89 77 93 92 182 10.05 16.59 
Waju 262 137 1 17 24 10 25 27 18.24 16.46 
Sengi 368 196 4 12 17 13 21 25 10.71 11.3 
Perive 396 214 3 4 16 11 19 15 8.89 6.55 
Kokoda 89 49 1 1 4 0 5 1 10.23 2.01 
Amada 87 51 1 7 3 6 4 13 7.89 20.4 
Total Kaina 1202 647 10 41 64 40 74 81 11.44 11.13 
Total Hunjara-
Kaina 2801 1562 25 130 141 133 166 263 10.63 14.41 
aPopulation taken from the 2000 National Census, other than for Ilimo, Perive, Kokoda and Amada which is the 
figure given in the village during the survey. 
bThe number of adults was calculated for each village, using the figure for percentage of population under 15 given 
for each village in the 2000 National Census. Age 15+ is considered to be adult in this case because some females 
as young as 15 may have married in to the village. 
cThe percentage is the number of male and female immigrants divided by the adult population. 
dThe percentage is the number of male and female emigrants divided by the adult population including the number 
of emigrants. 
 

Immigration for both Hunjara and Kaina Ke is slightly over 10 percent. Waju has especially high 
immigration. All immigrants have at least passive bilingualism in Hunjara-Kaina Ke. A significant 
number of immigrants, mainly from Orokaiva but also from Ewage-Notu, either use their own language 
or mix their own language with Hunjara-Kaina Ke. Almost all immigration is due to marriage, with the 
exception of two men in Ombisusu, who are just living there. The tendency not to speak the local 
language may be detracting from language vitality. 

Nearly all children with at least one immigrant parent can speak the local variety. This does not 
detract from the vitality of the language. The few children who cannot speak the local variety have 
previously lived elsewhere and have only come to the area relatively recently. They can all understand 
the local variety. 

Emigration for both Hunjara and Kaina Ke is over 10 percent and there are several villages with 
especially high emigration: Sauni, Sirorata and Amada. The majority of male emigration is to find work, 
mostly to Port Moresby (51) and Popondetta (36), with smaller numbers elsewhere in Papua New 
Guinea. No one reported any purely Hunjara-Kaina Ke settlements anywhere in the country. There is a 
settlement in Port Moresby of people from all over Oro Province, with mainly Tok Pisin reportedly used 
there. The majority of female emigration is due to marriage. Emigrants do not generally use Hunjara-
Kaina Ke when they are away from the village, but when they come back to visit, they are reported to 
use Hunjara-Kaina Ke. The exception is emigrants from Amada who are reported to use more Tok Pisin 
than Kaina Ke when they come back. Emigrants only occasionally visit their village. Children of 
emigrants generally do not know Hunjara-Kaina Ke. Emigration may be detracting from the vitality of 
the language. 
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6.3 Marriage patterns 

Tables 13 to 20 show reported intermarriage between Hunjara and Kaina Ke villages. 

Table 13. Reported marriage into Hunjara villages 

Into Other Province Kaina Orokaiva Other Oro Hunjara 
Sauni 5 3 2 8 12 
Ilimo 8 4 4 2 14 
Sirorata 3 0 7 0 11 
Ombisusu 11 2 6 9 2 
Sairope 11 3 12 4 3 
Total 38 12 31 23 42 

 

Table 14. Reported marriage into Hunjara villages from other Hunjara villagesa 
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Sauni 4 3 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ilimo 0 5 1 1 0 1 2 1 3 0 0 0 
Sirorata 0 0 1 4 0 1 0 3 0 2 0 0 
Ombisusu 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sairope 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Total 4 10 4 6 2 3 2 4 3 2 1 1 
aTable 14 displays data reported by Hunjara villages about the people married into each of their 
villages from other Hunjara villages. Table 16 (below) displays data reported by Hunjara villages 
about people from their village who married into other Hunjara villages. 

 

Table 15. Reported marriage from Hunjara villages 

 Other Province Kaina Orokaiva Other Oro Hunjara 
Sauni 6 5 4 9 2 
Ilimo 7 0 4 4 11 
Sirorata 12 0 12 0 0 
Ombisusu 11 8 8 1 5 
Sairope 5 1 4 1 1 
Total 41 14 32 15 19 
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Table 16. Reported marriage from Hunjara villages into other Hunjara villagesa 

 Papaki Evasusu Sairope Ombisusu Asisi Sauni Hamara Sirorata Somara 
Sauni 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Ilimo 1 1 0 1 3 4 1 0 0 
Sirorata 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ombisusu 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 
Sairope 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Total 2 1 2 2 3 4 3 1 1 
aSee note for Table 14. 
 

Table 17. Reported marriage into Kaina Ke villages 

 Other Province Hunjara Orokaiva Other Oro Kaina 
Waju 4 11 11 10 16 
Sengi 9 9 4 8 9 
Perive 2 3 13 4 17 
Kokoda 1 1 1 3 5 
Amada 0 0 0 4 6 
Total 16 24 29 29 53 

 

Table 18. Reported marriage into Kaina Ke villages from other Kaina Ke villagesa 

 Ambene Sengi Kebara Gorari Komodo Botue Sisireta Waju 
Kokoda 
Station Kanandara Saga Kokoda 

Waju 3 5 2 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Sengi 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 0 0 0 
Perive 1 4 4 2 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 
Kokoda 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 
Amada 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 1 
Total 8 9 6 4 3 3 4 9 2 3 1 1 
aTable 18 displays data reported by Kaina Ke villages about the people married into each of their villages from 
other Kaina Ke villages. Table 20 (below) displays data reported by Kaina Ke villages about people from their 
village who married into other Kaina Ke villages. 
 

Table 19. Reported marriage from Kaina Ke villages 

 Other Province Hunjara Orokaiva Other Oro Other country Kaina 
Waju 3 3 5 1 0 10 
Sengi 5 6 2 5 0 16 
Perive 3 0 6 1 0 14 
Kokoda 0 0 0 0 1 3 
Amada 4 1 0 1 0 3 
Total 15 10 13 8 1 46 
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Table 20. Reported marriage from Kaina Ke villages into other Kaina Ke villagesa 

 Ambene Sengi Kebara Gorari Komodo Botue Sisireta Waju Kokoda St. Saga Perive 
Waju 2 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Sengi 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 10 1 0 4 
Perive 0 1 7 1 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 
Kokoda 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Amada 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 
Total 2 2 12 5 2 3 2 10 2 1 5 
aSee note for Table 18. 
 

There is significant marriage into Hunjara from many other provinces, particularly into Sairope and 
Ombisusu. Sairope also has a high number of people from Orokaiva married in. Sauni, Ilimo and Sirorata 
have high numbers of people marrying in from other villages within Hunjara. Within Hunjara, relatively 
high numbers of people from Papaki and Ilimo are reported to have married into Sauni, also people from 
Papaki and Sauni into Ilimo and from Sairope into Sirorata. 

There is significant marriage from Hunjara into other provinces and into Orokaiva. Ilimo has 
relatively high numbers of women marrying into other villages within Hunjara. There are relatively high 
numbers of women from Ilimo marrying into Sauni and Asisi. 

This suggests there may be closer links between Sauni, Papaki and Ilimo due to marriage than 
between other Hunjara villages. 

The highest proportion of reported marriage into Kaina Ke villages is from other Kaina Ke villages. 
There are also a number of women from Hunjara married in, particularly in Waju and Sengi, and a 
number of women from Orokaiva married in, particularly in Waju and Perive. Of reported marriage into 
Kaina Ke villages from other Kaina Ke villages, there are relatively high numbers of women from Sengi 
married into Waju and of women from Sengi and Kepara married into Perive and women from Waju 
married into Kokoda. 

By far the highest proportion of reported marriage from Kaina Ke villages is to other villages within 
Kaina Ke. There are especially high numbers of women from Sengi marrying into Waju and women from 
Kepara marrying into Perive. 

It would appear that Waju and Sengi have links due to marriage, as do Kebara and Perive. 

6.4 Contact with other languages 

Kokoda Station is a hub where people from several languages often meet. Kaina Ke speakers have regular 
contact with Biage speakers as well as some contact with Hunjara speakers there. People from Kebara 
regularly visit or are visited by Orokaiva speakers due to intermarriage relations. 

When people go to Popondetta they meet Orokaiva speakers. Men and women from many villages 
are reported to go to Popondetta at least once a month. People from Sirorata go to Popondetta less often 
than people from any other village. 

People from Sauni go to church in Gorari in Kaina Ke. Some people from Ombisusu go to church in 
the Orokaiva area and use a clinic in Orokaiva. To attend school for grades 7 and 8, children from 
Ombisusu walk to Waseta school in Orokaiva each day. 

Table 21. Traditional enemies and trade partners 

Village Traditional enemies Traditional trade partners 

Ombisusu Kaina Ke, Orokaiva coast 

Sairope Managalasi, Kokoda, Sirima, Biage, 
Orokaiva Orokaiva, Ewage-Notu 
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Village Traditional enemies Traditional trade partners 

Sirorata only within Hunjara Ömie, Asisi, Hunjara 

Ilimo Biage, upper Kumusi, Orokaiva ? 

Sauni Kaina Ke, Orokaiva, Sirima Kaina Ke 

Waju Hunjara, Kaina Ke, coast none 

Sengi ? ? 

Perive Sirima, Biage Orokaiva, coast 

Kokoda Sirima ? 

Amada Sirima, Biage coast 
 

Most of the Hunjara villages reported that they fought with Orokaiva in the past. Several Hunjara 
villages also reported that they used to fight with Kaina Ke. 

Kaina Ke villages most commonly reported that they fought with Sirima, which is part of the Fuyug 
language area. Several villages reported that the Sirima and Biage people used to live where the Kaina 
Ke people do now, but the Kaina Ke people chased them off. 

For both Hunjara and Kaina Ke, there are some reports of traditionally trading with coastal people. 

7 Language and dialect boundaries 

One goal of the survey was to identify whether Hunjara and Kaina Ke are dialects of Orokaiva or 
separate languages, and also whether Hunjara and Kaina Ke are dialects of the same language or 
separate languages. In addition to eliciting wordlists, the survey team also conducted group interviews to 
investigate language distinctions, self-perceptions and reported comprehension. The team recorded an 
RTT text in Hunjara which was tested in Kaina for a more direct measure of comprehension. 

The minimum criterion that two speech forms should meet to be called the same language 
according to SIL (1991) is a lexical similarity of 70 percent (at the upper confidence limit) and 
intelligibility of at least 75 percent. Gordon (2005) applies other criteria in defining whether two 
varieties belong to the same language: there is inherent intelligibility between the two varieties or there 
is a common literature or shared ethnolinguistic identity with a central variety. 

For this survey, various factors were taken into account when determining whether similar speech 
varieties belong to the same language: they share at least 70 percent lexical similarity with a central 
dialect, there is high reported comprehension of a central dialect, people average at least 75 percent on 
an RTT test of a simple narrative and there is a shared ethnolinguistic identity with the central dialect. 

7.1 Characteristics of the language 

7.1.1 Phonology 

7.1.1.1 Consonants 

The following consonant phones were recorded during wordlist elicitation sessions. 
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Table 22. Hunjara consonant chart 

 Bilabial Labio- 
Dental Dental Alveolar Palatal-

(alveolar) Velar Glottal 

Plosive b   p  d̪   t ̪ d   t  ɡ  k  kʰ ʔ 
Affricate    dz dʒ   
Fricative β v   f  z   s   h 
Nasal m  n̪ n  ŋ  
Flap    ɾ    
Trill    r    
Approx w    j   

Table 23. Kaina Ke consonant chart 

 
Bilabial Labio- 

Dental 
(Inter) 
Dental Alveolar Palatal-

(alveolar) Velar Glottal 

Plosive b   p  t ̪ d   t  ɡ   k ʔ 
Affricate    dz dʒ   
Fricative β v   f θ z   s   h 
Nasal m   n  ŋ  
Flap    ɾ    
Trill    r    
Approx w    j   

 

According to the worksheet completed for the Alphabet Design Workshop in 2004, voiced plosives 
occur in both Hunjara and Kaina Ke, though they only occur word medially and prenasalised in Kaina 
Ke. The team found this to be true as well. The glottal plosive [ʔ] occurs in only a few words in both 
Hunjara and Kaina Ke, either preceding a vowel at the beginning of a word or between two 
homogeneous vowels. Alveolar and palatal-alveolar affricates, [dz] and [dʒ] respectively, seem to be 
somewhat interchangeable depending on the speaker, along with the palatal approximant [j] and the 
voiced alveolar fricative [z]. The voiced bilabial fricative [β] and the voiced labiodental fricative [v] are 
also somewhat interchangeable, though speakers tend to use [β] more often. The voiceless interdental 
fricative [θ] occurs only in Kaina Ke. The velar nasal [ŋ] is always followed by a voiced velar plosive 
[ɡ], which is evidence that it is actually prenasalisation. The voiced alveolar trill [r] only occurs in a 
couple cases at the beginning of the word. It is likely to be an allophone of the voiced alveolar flap [ɾ] 
that sometimes occurs word initially. In some words, Retsema transcribed a voiceless glottal fricative [h] 
followed by a voiced alveolar flap [ɾ] in Hunjara. This is what is referred to as a “breathy alveolar flap” 
in the worksheet from the Alphabet Design Workshop. It may be a voiceless alveolar flap [ɾ]̥. The 
labiovelar approximant [w] only occurs in a few cases as well. It is likely the same as the back close 
rounded vowel [u]. 

7.1.1.2 Vowels 

The following vowel phones were recorded during wordlist elicitation sessions. 

Table 24. Hunjara and Kaina Ke vowel chart 

 Front Central Back 
Close i  u 
Close-mid    
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Mid e  o 
Open-mid ɛ   
Open a   

 

It seems likely all the vowels are individual phonemes. The two in question may be the front mid 
and front open-mid unrounded vowels, [e] and [ɛ], respectively. The worksheet from the Alphabet 
Design Workshop says that most Hunjara vowels are short, though some are long. A minimal pair is 
given as an example: pe ‘mouth’, which is short, and pee ‘daughter-in-law’, which is long. Most likely, 
these two words are [pɛ] and [pe]. 

Nasalisation was also transcribed, but only with the front close unround vowel [i] in Kaina Ke and 
the open unrounded vowel in both Kaina Ke and Hunjara. It is possible that other vowels, which were 
actually nasalized, were not correctly transcribed. No minimal pairs were recorded to verify that 
nasalisation is contrastive in Hunjara and Kaina. According to the worksheet from the Alphabet Design 
Workshop, both Hunjara and Kaina have both nasalised and nonnasalised vowels. 

Stress 

Stress typically falls on the penultimate syllable in Hunjara and Kaina Ke. 
 
 

Current trial orthography 
 
 

The Hunjara orthography, as developed in the Alphabet Design Workshop (ADW) in 2004, is: |a b d e f ɡ 
h hr i j k m n o p r s t u v ã ẽ ĩ õ ũ|. The alphabet proposed for Kaina Ke in the same workshop was |a e f 
h i j k m mb n nd nɡ ns o p r s t th u v ä ë ï ö ü|. The difference between the two is that Hunjara has |hr| 
and voiced plosives represented by |b|, |d| and |g|, whereas Kaina Ke does not have those, but does have 
|mb|, |nd|, |ng| and |ns| as well as the voiceless interdental fricative, represented by |th| as in English. 
Also, Hunjara chose to represent nasalised vowels with the tilde over the vowel (e.g., |ã|) whereas Kaina 
Ke chose the dieresis over the vowel (e.g., |ä|). When talking to elementary school teachers, most did not 
initially include the double letters and nasalised vowels when talking about the alphabet they were 
teaching in the classroom. When the surveyor asked about the extra letters, some teachers reported using 
some double letters and some nasalised vowels. None reported using the exact trial alphabets produced 
at the ADW. 

7.1.2 Grammar 

From the twenty sentences elicited in the wordlists, it appears that the word order of Hunjara and Kaina 
Ke is SOV. The following sentence comes from the Waju wordlist: 

1) ɛmbo aŋɡe pe ind-iza 
 person yam real eat.3SG.PRES 
 ‘The man eats the yam.’ 

 

Numbers follow head nouns, as shown in the following example from Perive: 
2) ɛmbo ta̪pa okɛto̪ am-ĩã 
 man one stand PROG.3SG.PRES 
 ‘One man is standing.’ 

 

Other adjectives also follow head nouns, as shown in this example from Sairope: 
3) ɛmbo peni ami ino isoko tei-za 
 man big SUBJ? dog small hit.3SG.PAST 
 ‘The big man hit the little dog.’ 
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7.1.3 Reported dialect boundaries 

Hunjara 

The main villages in Hunjara are Sauni, Hamara, Papaki, Ilimo, Hojavahambo, Asisi, Sirorata, Ombisusu, 
Ajeka, Sairope, Boru and Evasusu. There is consensus that these places all belong to Hunjara. 

There are seen to be dialects within Hunjara, but there is a lack of consensus over how many 
dialects and which villages speak the same as other villages. Table 25 shows reported dialects within 
Hunjara. Colours and ‘Dialect x’ only have meaning within a column, not across rows. 

Table 25. Reported dialects within Hunjara 

 Sauni Ilimo Papaki Sirorata Ombisusu Sairope 

Sauni Dialect 1 Dialect 1 Dialect 1 Dialect 1 Dialect 1 Dialect 1 

Hamara Dialect 2 Dialect 1 Dialect 2 Dialect 1 Dialect 2 Dialect 2 

Papaki Dialect 3 Dialect 1 Dialect 3 Dialect 2 Dialect 2 Dialect 2 

Ilimo Dialect 3 Dialect 1 Dialect 3 Dialect 2 Dialect 2 Dialect 2 

Hojavahambo Dialect 3 Dialect 1  Dialect 2 Dialect 2 Dialect 2 

Asisi Dialect 3 Dialect 1 Dialect 3 Dialect 3 Dialect 3 Dialect 3 

Sirorata Dialect 4 Dialect 2 Dialect 4 Dialect 3 Dialect 3 Dialect 3 

Ombisusu Dialect 3 Dialect 2 Dialect 4 Dialect 4 Dialect 4 Dialect 4 

Ajeka Dialect 3 Dialect 2 Dialect 4 Dialect 4 Dialect 4 Dialect 4 

Sairope Dialect 5 Dialect 2 Dialect 4 Dialect 4 Dialect 5 Dialect 5 

Boru Dialect 3 Dialect 2 Dialect 4 Dialect 3 Dialect 6 Dialect 4 

Evasusu Dialect 3 Dialect 2 Dialect 4 Dialect 3 Dialect 6 Dialect 4 
 

There is consensus that Papaki, Ilimo and Hojavahambo all speak the same, that Ombisusu and 
Ajeka speak the same and that Boru and Evasusu speak the same. There is some feeling that people in 
Sauni speak a little differently from everyone else and that people in Sairope speak a little differently 
from everyone else. Other than in Sauni, something of an east-west split was reported with Sauni, 
Hamara, Hojavahambo, Ilimo and Papaki always reported as different from Ombisusu, Ajeka and 
Sairope, with a lack of consensus over which side Asisi, Sirorata, Boru and Evasusu belong to. 

Everyone gave the name Hunjara or Hunjara Ke for their language. Ke means ‘word.’ Everyone 
reported that Kaina Ke is a different dialect of the same language, but that there is no name to cover 
Kaina Ke and Hunjara. Kaina Ke is not covered by the name Hunjara. Generally Orokaiva is reported to 
be a different language, although in Sairope and Sauni people said Orokaiva and Hunjara are part of the 
same language. 

To summarise, the general consensus within Hunjara is that Hunjara and Kaina Ke are the same 
language, distinct from Orokaiva. Kaina Ke and Hunjara are separate dialects and there is some feeling 
that there are eastern and western dialects within Hunjara. 
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Kaina Ke 

The main places in Kaina Ke are Ambene, Sisireta, Waju, Sengi, Kebara, Kamondo, Perive, Kanandara, 
Kokoda, Saga, Botue and Amada. Everyone listed all these places except Sisireta, which Perive listed as 
being a Hunjara village. 

Generally there are not seen to be dialects within Kaina Ke. In Waju it was reported that Ambene, 
Sisireta and Waju mix some Hunjara with Kaina Ke,26 although they said Sisireta speak a little differently 
to Ambene and Waju. Other villages within Kaina Ke did not make this distinction and saw everyone 
within Kaina Ke as speaking exactly the same. 

Everyone gave the name Kaina Ke for the way they speak. Everyone reported that Hunjara was a 
different dialect of the same language. There was no name given to cover Hunjara and Kaina Ke 
together. In all villages but Perive, Orokaiva was considered to be a different language. In Perive, it was 
reported that Kaina Ke is a dialect of Orokaiva along with Hunjara. The name Orokaiva was given to 
cover everyone. 

To summarise, the general consensus within Kaina is that Hunjara and Kaina Ke are the same 
language, distinct from Orokaiva. Kaina Ke and Hunjara are separate dialects. 

7.2 Lexical similarity 

7.2.1 Between Hunjara and Kaina Ke villages 

Results 

Table 26 is a percentage matrix of similar forms of the words compared between the six Hunjara 
and five Kaina Ke villages where wordlists were elicited. 

Table 26. Lexical similarity between Hunjara and Kaina Ke villages 

Sairope-Hunjara           
96 Ombisusu-Hunjara           
95 98 Sirorata-Hunjara          
95 98 100 Papaki-Hunjara         
94 98 99 99 Ilimo-Hunjara         
94 98 99 99 99 Sauni-Hunjara       
86 88 89 90 90 91 Waju-Kaina Ke      
87 88 88 90 91 91 99 Amada-Kaina Ke    
86 88 88 88 89 89 99 99 Sengi-Kaina Ke    
84 85 87 88 88 88 99 98 99 Perive-Kaina Ke   
85 86 86 88 88 88 96 97 97 98 Kokoda Village-Kaina Ke 

Interpretation 

The lexicostatistical ties among all the Hunjara and among all the Kaina Ke villages are very strong. The 
lowest percentage between any two Hunjara villages is 94%, with an average of 97% among all the 
Hunjara villages. Sairope is slightly different from the other Hunjara villages with percentages between 
94–96%, which could indicate that it is its own dialect. This reflects some people’s feeling that people in 
Sairope speak a little differently. No other Hunjara village is below 98% with any other Hunjara village. 

                                                   
26This was also reported in Sengi, but the people in Sengi were being influenced by a man from Waju. The surveyor 
conducting the group interview felt that the people in Sengi did not really see a distinction. 
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The reports of further dialect differences within Hunjara are not reflected in the lexicostatistics. The 
lowest percentage between any two Kaina Ke villages is 96%, with an average of 98% among all the 
Kaina Ke villages. There is no evidence lexicostatistically of dialects within Kaina Ke. There is no 
lexicostatistical evidence for Waju and Sengi being different to other Kaina Ke villages. Between Hunjara 
and Kaina Ke the lowest percentage is 84% lexical similarity and the average between the two speech 
varieties is 88%, which is much higher than the 70% threshold. Therefore, on a purely lexicostatistical 
level, Hunjara and Kaina Ke should be considered dialects of the same language. This reflects what 
people reported. 

7.2.2 Between Hunjara-Kaina Ke and neighbouring languages 

Results 

Table 27 is a percentage matrix of similar forms of the words compared between three dialects of 
Binandere (Tainya Dawari, Binandere and Yewa Buie), Ewage-Notu, Aeka, Orokaiva (Etija dialect), 
Hunjara and Kaina Ke. Each number represents the average between two given speech varieties. Lexical 
similarities between each village were first calculated. Percentages from villages that reported 
themselves as belonging to the same language were then averaged with the numbers from the other 
reported varieties to produce these numbers. 

Table 27. Lexical similarity with other Binanderean varieties 

Binandere (Tainya Dawari)   
91 Binandere (Binandere)   
91 94 Binandere (Yewa Buie)  
76 73 76 Ewage-Notu   
53 55 55 58 Aeka   
49 48 47 54 72 Orokaiva (Etija) 
43 42 42 45 57 67 Hunjara 
38 38 37 44 53 61 88 Kaina Ke 

Interpretation 

The closest linguistic tie between Hunjara, Kaina Ke and any other Binanderean speech variety compared 
is with Etija, a dialect of Orokaiva. At 67 percent lexical similarity with Hunjara and 61 percent with 
Kaina Ke, however, Orokaiva is probably a separate language. Furthermore, a lack of shared 
sociolinguistic identity between Hunjara, Kaina Ke and Orokaiva also indicates that Orokaiva is one 
language and Hunjara and Kaina Ke make up another language. 

The relationship between the languages on the coast (Binandere and Ewage-Notu) and the four 
speech varieties inland (Aeka, Orokaiva, Hunjara and Kaina Ke) is low. As is to be expected, lexical 
similarity goes down the further one goes from the coast. Aeka has highest lexical similarity, but only 
around 55 percent with all the coastal varieties. Orokaiva follows at around 50 percent and then Hunjara 
below 45 percent and Kaina Ke around 40 percent. The lexicostatistical evidence shows that the inland 
languages are separate languages from the coastal varieties. 

7.3 Comprehension 

7.3.1 Reported 

In six Hunjara and five Kaina Ke villages, the survey team asked in group interviews how well people 
can understand other dialects and languages in the area. Specifically, they asked how well adults can 
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understand a variety and how well children of about six years can understand a variety. The reported 
comprehension of six year old children may be an indicator of how inherently intelligible one variety is 
to speakers of another variety if it is assumed that young children are likely to have had little contact 
with other varieties.27 If variety X is inherently intelligible to speakers of variety Y, then comprehension 
should not be a barrier to speakers of variety Y using literature in variety X. Finally they asked 
respondents to rank the varieties from easiest to most difficult to understand. Responses about how well 
people understand were interpreted on a scale of one to five: 1= they understand everything, 2= they 
understand most things; 3= they understand about half; 4= they do not understand most things; and 
5= they understand nothing. What people reported is shown in tables 28 and 29. 

In the tables, the first column under village gives the level of understanding reported for adults 
followed by the level of understanding reported for six year old children.28 For example, in Perive, 
people reported that adults understand everything in Orokaiva, but six year old children do not 
understand anything. The second column under each village name shows the order that people ranked 
each variety according to which is easiest to understand. For example, people in Kokoda reported that of 
the varieties in the table, Hunjara is easiest to understand, followed by Orokaiva. Languages that were 
given the same ranking were considered to be equally intelligible. The third column shows the lexical 
similarity percentages. 

Table 28. Reported comprehension and lexical similarity in Hunjara villages 

 Sauni Ilimo Papaki Sirorata Ombisusu Sairope 
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Sauni - - - - - - 1-2 2 99 2-4 1 99 1-2 5 98 1-1 2 94 

Hamara 2-2 2  - - - 1-2 1  as Sauni 1-2 4  1-1 2  

Ilimo 1-1 1 99 - - - - - - 1-4 1 99 as Hamara as Hamara 

Boru as Ilimo 1-4 1  1-2 3  - - - 1-2 2  1-1 1  

Ombisusu as Ilimo as Boru as Boru 1-4 1 98 - - - as Boru 

Sairope 4-4 4 94 as Boru as Boru as Ombisusu 1-2 1 96 - - - 

Sirorata 2-2 3 99 as Boru as Boru - - - 1-2 3 98 1-1 2 95 

Kaina Kea 2-4 5 89 1-4 2 89 2-4 4 89 4-4 2 88 2-4 7 87 4-4 3 86 

Orokaivab 4-5 6 67 1-5 3 67 2-4 5 67 4-4 3 67 ½-4 6 67 1-4 4 67 

Biage 5-5 7  5-5 4  5-5 6  5-5 5  5-5 8  5-5 5  
aAverage lexical similarity with all Kaina Ke villages is given. 
bAverage lexical similarity between Orokaiva (Etija) and all Hunjara villages is given. 

 

                                                   
27This assumption may well be incorrect. 
28Children were always reported to understand everything in their own variety. 
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Table 29. Reported comprehension and lexical similarity in Kaina Ke villages 

 Waju Sengi Perive Kokoda Amada 
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Sisireta 1-2 1  
1-1 1  

- - - - - - - - - Ambene - - - 

Kebara 4-4 2  - - - 

Hunjaraa 4-4 3 89 1-1 2 88 1-4 1 87 2-4 1 87 1-1 1 89 

Orokaivab 4-4 4 61 4-4 3 61 1-5 2 61 4-5 2 61 4-5 2 61 

Biage 5-5 5  5-5 4  5-5 3  5-5 3  5-5 3  
aAverage lexical similarity with all Hunjara villages is given. 
bAverage lexical similarity between Orokaiva (Etija) and all Kaina Ke villages is given. 

 

Generally, other varieties of Hunjara are well understood by Hunjara speakers, including children. 
The only exception for adults is that adults from Sauni report only understanding a little of what people 
from Sairope say. Children from Papaki, Ombisusu and Sairope understand most or all of every variety of 
Hunjara. Children from Sirorata are reported to only understand a little of other varieties of Hunjara and 
children in Ilimo are also reported to understand a little of other varieties of Hunjara. Children in Sauni 
are reported to only understand a little of what people from Sairope say. Sairope is the least well 
understood variety of Hunjara. 

Kaina Ke and Orokaiva are sometimes well understood by Hunjara adults and sometimes not well 
understood. Hunjara children understand either little or nothing of Kaina Ke and Orokaiva. Other 
varieties of Hunjara are always ranked as easier to understand than either Kaina Ke or Orokaiva. Kaina 
Ke is nearly always ranked as easier to understand than Orokaiva. 

Nearly all Kaina Ke adults reported understanding most or all of Hunjara, with the exception of 
Waju. Their reported comprehension of Orokaiva is much lower. Children in Sengi and Amada are 
reported to understand everything in Hunjara. Other Kaina Ke children were reported to understand only 
a little of Hunjara. In Waju there was low reported comprehension for both adults and children of all 
other varieties, with the exception of Sisireta.29 

Members of the current Hunjara translation team come from Ilimo, Papaki, Asisi, Hamara, Sauni 
and Sorape. None of the members come from Sairope, which is generally reported to be less well 
understood, and therefore probably less inherently intelligible than other varieties of Hunjara. Other 
varieties of Hunjara are reported to be little understood by children from Sirorata, so may not be 
inherently intelligible. However, people in Sirorata reported that they speak the same as Asisi, where one 
of the translation team is from. It seems that the majority of Hunjara speakers should be able to 
understand a translation produced by the current team. Given Orokaiva and Kaina Ke are reported not to 
be understood by children in Hunjara, it is likely they are not inherently intelligible at a level where 
Hunjara speakers could use literature in either Orokaiva or Kaina Ke. 

                                                   
29It should be noted that one man dominated this interview and that his opinion may not reflect that of the whole 
community. 
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Given that some young children from Kaina are reported to only understand a little Hunjara, 
Hunjara may not be inherently intelligible to speakers of Kaina Ke at a level where they could share 
literature. Orokaiva is less well understood than Hunjara; therefore Orokaiva is less inherently 
intelligible than Hunjara to Kaina Ke speakers, so literature in Hunjara would better serve Kaina Ke 
speakers. As there are generally no perceived dialects within Kaina Ke there should be no difficulty in all 
Kaina Ke speakers sharing literature developed anywhere within Kaina. 

7.3.2 Recorded Text Tests 

Results 

The scores obtained by Kaina Ke speakers listening to a Hunjara story vary between 81 and 95 percent, 
with a mean of 88 percent and a low standard deviation (5 percent). Four of the highest scorers on the 
Hunjara story (E25, R17, R14, E26) showed as much understanding of Hunjara as they did in their 
hometown. The people who had the highest scores on the hometown test (R12, R16, R19, T15), possibly 
meaning they are more reliable test-takers, had lower scores on the Hunjara story. 

Table 30. Individual RTT scores 

Subject Sex/Age/Ed Contact with Hunjara Hometown 
Kaina score % 

Hunjara 
score % 

E23 F/?/Gr3 Aunt from Hunjara 94% 83% 
E25 M/10+?/Gr6 None 94% 95% 
E26 M/9/E2 None 92% 91% 
R12 F/?/Gr4 Once /year 100% 81% 

R14 F/13/Gr4 3 times /year, some family 
there 92% 91% 

R16 M/18/Gr8 None 97% 88% 
R17 M/16/Gr8 few/year – Hunjara 92% 94% 
R19 F/25/Gr8 None 97% 84% 
T12 F/15/Gr6 Aunt from Hunjara 100% 86% 
T13 F/14/Gr5 None 94% 91% 
T15 M/14/Gr5 None 97% 84% 

  average 95% 88% 
  count 11 11 
  standard deviation 0.03 0.05 

 

That the scores are high (averaging 88 percent, acceptable for passing the hometown), and the 
standard deviation is low implies that there may be some inherent intelligibility of Hunjara by speakers 
of Kaina Ke. Grimes (1989:4.1.19) states that “A standard deviation of fifteen percent or more indicates 
the probable presence of a bilingual overlay.” That the standard deviation is well below this, at 5 
percent, implies that understanding is due to inherent intelligibility rather than learnt understanding, 
though to be sure, ideal test subjects would have to be used. See Section 2.2.4 for further details. 

That people exhibited good understanding of a simple narrative in Hunjara does not necessarily 
mean they could use all literature in Hunjara. Further testing with more complex texts would need to be 
done to assess that. Grimes (1989:4.1.20) recommends that scores averaging 75–90 percent indicate 
marginal intelligibilty and further testing should be done with more complex discourse styles, such as 
hortatory and expository discourse. Even if they can use literature written in Hunjara, attitudes towards 
reading in Hunjara could mean that Kaina Ke speakers may not want to do so. 
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Post RTT questions 

Responses to the post RTT questions varied. Five people said the story was in their language, whereas six 
said it was a different language. However, everyone identified the speaker as being from a village in the 
Hunjara area. The majority of candidates (seven) said it was only a little different; only one candidate 
said the speaker spoke exactly the same as them, while three said it was very different. All but one said 
the first story (the hometown) was easier to understand, the one (E25) said they were both easy (he was 
also the person with the best score, 95 percent). When asked how much of the story they understood, the 
candidates varied greatly. Five said they understood little, two that they understood most and four that 
they understood everything. There does not seem to be a correlation between the understanding they 
showed and the understanding they claimed, but as there is not much variation in the understanding 
exhibited, this is not surprising. 

It seems that attitudes to Hunjara among Kaina Ke speakers are not wholly positive, but equally are 
not wholly negative. The fact that all subjects exhibited a good understanding with half of those saying 
they understood less than half of the text is evidence of negative attitudes. In addition, half the 
participants said the story they heard was in a different language; this implies that they may not be 
prepared to use literature in Hunjara. However, this may be balanced by the responses of the other half 
of the participants who said it was the same language and they understood most or all of it. 

7.4 Summary 

Everyone seemed to agree that Hunjara and Kaina Ke are dialects of the same language, although there is 
no name that covers both varieties. The lexicostatistics verify this, showing little variation within either 
Hunjara or Kaina Ke, but the lexical similarity between them is an average of 88 percent, implying they 
are dialects of the same language. Lexical similarity and reported identity show that Hunjara-Kaina Ke 
should be considered a separate language from Orokaiva. Kaina Ke speakers generally did not report any 
dialects within Kaina Ke. Hunjara speakers had many different ways of dividing Hunjara into dialects, 
with no uniform divisions in what they reported. Lexicostatistics and reported dialect boundaries suggest 
that Sairope could be considered a separate dialect from the other villages within Hunjara. The RTT 
testing showed good understanding of simple Hunjara narrative by Kaina Ke speakers, implying there is 
a high level of inherent intelligibility between the two varieties, though the post RTT questions indicated 
that the attitude towards Hunjara is not wholly positive. 

8 Language use and language attitudes 

8.1 Reported language use 

8.1.1 Language use by domain 

During group interviews in five Hunjara and five Kaina villages, people were asked which language they 
used in various domains. The answers are shown in tables 31 and 32. An asterisk (*) indicates the 
dominant language in a domain and shaded squares are ones where the vernacular is dominant. 
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Table 31. Language use in Hunjara villages by domain 

 Sauni Ilimoa Sirorata Ombisusu Sairope 

Family at home Hunjara Hunglish Hunjara Hunjara Hunjara 

Arguing at 
home 

*Hunjara, 
English, Tok 
Pisin 

Hunglish Hunjara *Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin, English Hunjara 

Praying at 
home 

*Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin, English 

Hunglish, 
Hunjara 

*Hunjara, 
English, Tok 
Pisinb 

*Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin, English 

*Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin, English 

Traditional 
customc Hunjarad Hunglish Hunjara Hunjara Hunjara 

Market *Hunjara, Tok 
Pisine Hunglishf Hunjarag 

*Hunjara, Kaina 
Ke, Tok Pisin, 
Orokaivah 

Hunjarai 

Joking *Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin, English 

*Hunglish, 
Motu, Tok Pisin Hunjara 

*Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin, English, 
Motu, Biage 

Hunjara 

Sports *Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin 

*Hunglish, Tok 
Pisin Hunjara 

*Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin, English, 
Motu 

Hunjara 

Outsiders Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin, Motu Tok Pisin Tok Pisin, 
English 

Village court Hunjara Hunglish *Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin, Motu 

*Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin Hunjara 

Song 
composition 

*Hunjara, 
English, Tok 
Pisin 

Hunjara *English, 
Hunjara 

*Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin, English Hunjara 

Town Tok Pisin Hunglish, Tok 
Pisin 

Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin, English 

Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin, English 

Hunjara, Tok 
Pisin, English, 
Motu 

aPeople in Ilimo reported using “Hunglish”, which they described as mostly Hunjara with just a few words of 
English mixed in. 
bEnglish or Tok Pisin only if educated. 
cOrganising and attending funeral feast. 
dUnless there are people attending who don’t understand Hunjara. 
eMarket at Ilimo. 
fMarket at Ilimo. 
gMarket at Papaki. 
hMarket at Ombisusu. 
iMarket at Sairope. 

 

In Hunjara villages, Hunjara is reported to be the dominant language in many domains. There is 
limited use of Tok Pisin and English in domains where only Hunjara speakers are present, but Hunjara 
remains the dominant language. The domains with most other languages used when only Hunjara 
speakers are present are: praying in the home (which has other languages used in four out of five 
villages), joking, playing sports and song composition (which have other languages used in three out of 
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five villages). For domains requiring communication with non-Hunjara speakers, Tok Pisin is the 
language most commonly used. Hunjara is the dominant language used in the communities, and 
language shift looks unlikely. 

Table 32. Language use in Kaina villages by domain 

 Waju Sengi Perive Kokoda Amada 

Family at home Kaina Ke 
*Kaina Ke, 
English, Tok 
Pisin 

Kaina Ke Kaina Ke *Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pisin, English 

Arguing at 
home 

*Kaina Ke, 
English, Tok 
Pisin 

*Kaina Ke, *Tok 
Pisin, English 

*Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pisin, English, 
Orokaiva 

*Kaina Ke, 
English, Tok 
Pisin 

*Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pisin, English 

Praying at 
home Kaina Ke Kaina Ke *Kaina Ke, Tok 

Pisin, English 

*Kaina Ke, 
English, Tok 
Pisin 

*Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pisin, English 

Traditional 
customa Kaina Ke *Kaina Ke, Tok 

Pisin Kaina Ke Kaina Ke Kaina Ke 

Market *Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pisinb Tok Pisinc 

Tok Pisin, 
English, Motu, 
Kaina Ked 

Tok Pisin, Kaina 
Ke, Englishe Tok Pisinf 

Joking *Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pisin 

*Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pisin, English 

*Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pisin, English, 
Motu 

Kaina Ke *Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pisin, English 

Sports *Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pisin 

*Tok Pisin, 
Kaina Ke 

*Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pisin, English 

Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pising 

Tok Pisin, 
English 

Outsiders Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin, 
Motu, English 

English, Tok 
Pisin Tok Pisin 

Village court Kaina Ke *Tok Pisin, 
Motuh Kaina Ke Kaina Ke *Kaina Ke, Tok 

Pisin, English 

Song 
composition Kaina Ke 

*Kaina Ke, 
English, Tok 
Pisin 

Kaina Ke, 
Englishi 

*Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pisin, English 

*Kaina Ke, Tok 
Pisin 

Town 
Tok Pisin, 
Kaina Ke, 
English 

Tok Pisin 
Tok Pisin, 
Motu, English, 
Kaina Ke 

English, Tok 
Pisin, Kaina Ke 

Tok Pisin, 
English 

aOrganising and attending funeral feast. 
bMarket at Gorari. 
cMarket at Kokoda Station. 
dMarket at Kokoda Station. 
eMarket at Kokoda Station. 
fMarket on Mamba Estate. 
gDepending whether the team is all from Kaina Ke or not. 
hMen from Biage have blocks in the area so also attend the village court. 
iKaina Ke for worship songs, English for fun songs. 
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In Kaina villages, Kaina Ke is reported to be the dominant language in many domains. There is 
limited use of Tok Pisin and English in domains where only Kaina Ke speakers are present, but Kaina Ke 
remains the dominant language. The domains with most other languages used when only Kaina Ke 
speakers are present are arguing at home and sport with other languages used in all five villages, joking 
and song composition with other languages used in four out of five villages, and praying in the home 
with other languages used in three out of five villages. For domains requiring communication with non-
Kaina Ke speakers, Tok Pisin is the language most commonly used. The use of Tok Pisin is more 
widespread in Kaina Ke than in Hunjara. Kaina Ke is the dominant language used in the communities. 

8.1.2 Children’s language use 

Children throughout Hunjara were reported to use Hunjara with their siblings, grandparents and parents. 
Children in Ombisusu were reported to very occasionally use Tok Pisin with their siblings. Otherwise 
children are only reported to use Hunjara. 

Children in Hunjara are all reported to learn Hunjara before they learn any other language. In 
Ombisusu and Sairope, children are reported to be able to speak as well as adults by the time they start 
school. Children in Sauni, Ilimo and Sirorata are said to still make occasional mistakes in how they speak 
Hunjara when they reach school age. 

Children in Kaina Ke are reported to use Kaina Ke with their siblings, grandparents and parents. 
Children in Perive are reported to also use Tok Pisin with their siblings. Children in Amada are reported 
to use a lot of Tok Pisin with their siblings, although still mostly Kaina Ke; they are also reported to use 
some Tok Pisin with their parents and grandparents. 

All children in Kaina Ke are reported to learn Kaina Ke before they learn any other language. 
Children in Amada and Kokoda are reported to speak Kaina Ke as well as adults by the time they start 
school. Children who are school age in Waju, Sengi and Perive are reported to make a few mistakes 
when they speak Kaina Ke. 

Reported data say Hunjara-Kaina Ke is the dominant language among children. This suggests 
language shift is unlikely to take place. 

8.1.3 Adults’ language use 

Young men and women, middle-aged men and women, and old men and women in Hunjara are 
reported to use Hunjara with everyone else in their village. The only ones reported to use a language 
other than Hunjara were young men in Sauni, Ilimo and Ombisusu and young women in Ombisusu, who 
occasionally use Tok Pisin with their siblings, and middle-aged men in Ombisusu, who occasionally use 
Tok Pisin with their children. These reported data indicate that Hunjara is dominant among adults in 
Hunjara villages and that language shift is unlikely. 

All old people in Kaina Ke are reported to only speak Kaina Ke to other people in their villages. 
Middle-aged men and women in all villages apart from Amada were reported to only speak Kaina Ke to 
other people in their villages. In Amada, middle-aged men and women were reported to use mostly 
Kaina Ke but also a little Tok Pisin and English with children, siblings and parents. Young people in all 
villages were reported to use mostly Kaina Ke, although Kokoda was the only village where they were 
reported to use Kaina Ke exclusively. In Waju, Sengi and Perive, young people were reported to use some 
Tok Pisin with their siblings. In Amada, young people were reported to use some Tok Pisin, English and 
Motu with their siblings, parents and grandparents. 

These reported data indicate that Kaina Ke is the dominant language among adults in Kaina villages, 
although a little Tok Pisin is used among young people. Language shift is probably unlikely, but the 
language is not as strong as in Hunjara. 

8.1.4 Reported mixing 

In all Hunjara villages some occasional mixing of Hunjara with Tok Pisin, English and Motu is reported 
by both adults and children. In Sauni, Ilimo and Ombisusu people said children mix languages because 
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they copy their parents. In Sirorata people said it was because they learn the other languages at school. 
In Sairope people said they learned the other languages for when they go to non-Hunjara speaking 
places. Generally people are not happy about their children mixing languages, but in Sairope people 
were happy because they like their children to learn other languages. 

In Kaina Ke all villages reported some mixing by children of Kaina Ke with Tok Pisin. In Sengi, 
Kokoda and Waju this was just a little, in Perive and Amada a lot of mixing was reported and in Perive it 
was reported that sometimes children talk in Tok Pisin, not Kaina Ke. In Sengi, Waju and Kokoda a little 
mixing with Hunjara was reported. Intermarriage was said to be the cause of mixing, other than in 
Amada when people said it was due to children wanting to learn other languages. In Perive, Kokoda and 
Amada adults were not happy about children mixing and said they don’t mix themselves. In Sengi people 
were happy about children mixing because they are from mixed marriages. Adults there report they 
occasionally mix Tok Pisin and English with Kaina Ke. In Waju adults said hearing children mixing 
languages was alright and they like their children to learn English, Tok Pisin and Motu. Adults there 
report mixing a little Tok Pisin and English with Kaina Ke. 

Generally reported mixing of languages is only limited and not frequent, suggesting that language 
shift is unlikely. 

8.2 Observed language use 

In Hunjara, the vast majority of language use observations were of Hunjara being used. For example, in 
Ilimo, a group of children aged between four and eleven, who were throwing a spider at each other, 
were all using Hunjara. It was very rare to observe Tok Pisin being used, though it was noticed in 
Sairope that some school children were using both Hunjara and Tok Pisin with each other. In Ombisusu 
a group of girls aged between five and fifteen were heard talking to each other in Hunjara. These 
observations verify reported data and suggest language shift is unlikely in Hunjara. 

In Waju and Sengi in Kaina mostly Kaina Ke was heard. For instance in Waju four girls aged 
between ten and twelve were using Kaina Ke with each other. In Sengi a mother shouting to a child aged 
about seven up a coconut tree used Kaina Ke and the child answered in Kaina Ke. In Amada both Kaina 
Ke and Tok Pisin were heard among the young men. In Kokoda, there was a lot of Tok Pisin in use by 
children and young people, although they were also heard using Kaina Ke, particularly with an old lady. 
Three grade 8 girls were heard using Kaina Ke among themselves. Two boys aged around five were 
heard using both Tok Pisin and Kaina Ke with each other. In Perive, some Tok Pisin and some Kaina Ke 
was heard. A woman explained the RTT procedure to a grade 8 boy in Kaina Ke but another grade 8 
explained the procedure to the same boy in Tok Pisin. These observations suggest that Kaina Ke remains 
strong in both Waju and Sengi, however in Amada, Kokoda and Perive there is more Tok Pisin used and 
there could be some danger of language shift. 

8.3 Perceived language vitality 

When asked which languages they would like their children to learn, people in Hunjara always listed 
Hunjara as most important. In Sirorata people wanted their children to learn only Hunjara, as learning 
English or Tok Pisin would make children not speak pure Hunjara. In Sauni, Ilimo, Ombisusu and 
Sairope, English was next most important. In Ilimo people would also like their children to learn Tok 
Pisin and in Ombisusu and Sairope people would like their children to learn Tok Pisin and Motu. In most 
villages in Kaina, people most want their children to learn English followed by Kaina Ke. The exception 
is Amada where Kaina Ke was listed before English. People in Waju, Sengi, Kokoda and Amada also 
wanted their children to learn Tok Pisin and people in Waju and Amada wanted their children to learn 
Motu. 

People in Hunjara varied in their opinions on whether their language is strong or not. People in 
Sauni and Ombisusu thought their language was strong and would remain so. People in Sairope thought 
their language is strong now, but its future would depend on whether or not they kept it strong. People 
in Ilimo and Sirorata said their language was fading because they mix a little English and Tok Pisin with 
it. People in Kaina generally reported their language was strong and would remain so. The exception was 
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people in Waju who reported their language was losing vitality because some English and Tok Pisin were 
mixed into the vernacular due to education and intermarriage. Everyone in both Hunjara and Kaina said 
they would be sorry and unhappy if their language was lost. 

People in Ilimo, Sirorata and Sairope said Hunjara would not be spoken by children in twenty years. 
People in Ombisusu said whether or not Hunjara was spoken by children in twenty years would depend 
on if they learned it in school. People in Sauni said children in twenty years would still be speaking 
Hunjara. People in all villages in Kaina said children in twenty years would still be speaking Kaina Ke, 
although in Waju people commented that this would depend on parents teaching their children to speak 
it. 

When asked what the main languages spoken by children would be in twenty years, Tok Pisin and 
English were the most commonly listed languages, mentioned everywhere but Ombisusu. Sauni and 
Ombisusu listed Hunjara, as did Waju. Sengi and Perive both listed Kaina Ke. Perive also mentioned 
Motu. 

In Hunjara adults want their children to learn Hunjara more than any other language. Some adults 
expressed concern about the vitality of their language and feel Tok Pisin and English are taking over. 
(This does not reflect observed or reported language use.) 

In Kaina, adults generally want their children to learn English more than Kaina Ke. People in Kaina 
Ke had fewer concerns about the vitality of their language than people in Hunjara, despite reported and 
observed data there suggesting there is slightly more Tok Pisin usage. 

8.4 Bilingualism 

There is no language apart from the vernacular in which a large proportion of the population is 
proficient. Previously Motu was widely spoken, but now generally only the older people can speak it. 
Tok Pisin is becoming more widely known, with young men and women generally reported as being 
proficient in it. Many older people do not speak Tok Pisin, and may or may not understand it. In Sauni 
and Sirorata children were reported to be unable to understand or speak Tok Pisin, in Kokoda only 
children aged seven and above were reported to be able to speak Tok Pisin, and in Perive children 
reported to be able to understand but not speak Tok Pisin. In all other villages, children were reported to 
be able to speak Tok Pisin. 

English is not as widely spoken and understood as Tok Pisin. No older people are reported to be 
able to speak English. Only in a few villages (Ilimo, Perive, Kokoda and Amada) were older people 
reported to understand English. Only in Amada were children reported to be able to speak English and 
only in Sauni and Sengi were children reported to understand English. Middle-aged people were reported 
to at least understand English everywhere but Sirorata and Waju; young people were reported to at least 
understand English everywhere but Sirorata. 

8.5 Language attitudes 

8.5.1 As reported 

During group interviews, people were asked: 
• When you hear variety X how do you feel? 
• If your children forgot your language and only spoke variety X how would you feel? 
• Are you currently using literature in variety X?30 Would you use literature in variety X? Or would 

literature in variety X be better than what you are currently using? 
The answers given to these questions are shown in table 33 for Hunjara and table 34 for Kaina Ke. 

+ indicates a positive attitude; - indicates a negative attitude; and +/- indicates either a neutral attitude 
or that the group was split in its opinion. 

                                                   
30If there is a translation available. 
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Table 33. Language attitudes in Hunjara 

 Sauni Ilimo Sirorata Ombisusu Sairope 
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Sauni       + - + + - + - - + 

Hamara +/- - +    as Sauni + - + - - + 

Ilimo +/- - +    + - + as Hamara as Hamara 

Boru as Ilimo - - -    + - + - - + 

Ombisusu as Ilimo as Boru + - +    as Boru 

Sairope +/- - + as Boru as Ombisusu + - +    

Sirorata +/- - + as Boru    + - + - - + 

Kaina Ke +/- - + - - - + - + + - - - - - 

Orokaiva          + - +/-a - - + 

Tok Pisin +b - - + - - - - - + - +/-c - - - 

English + - + + - + - - + + - + +/-
d - + 

aA few use it. 
bBut not good if it is someone from Sauni speaking Tok Pisin. 
cA few use it. 
dDepends whether they understand it or not. 

 

People in Hunjara generally show positive or neutral attitudes towards hearing other varieties of 
Hunjara. However, they would not want their children to speak any other variety of Hunjara. Attitudes 
to Kaina Ke are similar to other varieties of Hunjara. Attitudes to English are generally positive, and in 
places more positive than to other varieties of Hunjara. Attitudes towards Tok Pisin are less positive. 

People in Hunjara seemed willing to use literature in any other variety of Hunjara. The only 
exception is that people in Ilimo would continue to use English literature rather than use a different 
variety of Hunjara. Kaina Ke would also have some acceptability to some people in Hunjara, and some 
people are using Orokaiva literature. Generally people are using English literature, and prefer to read in 
English rather than Tok Pisin. Although Tok Pisin is more widely spoken and understood than English, 
English has more prestige, thus people prefer to use English literature even though they would probably 
understand Tok Pisin literature better. 

Attitudes should not prevent all Hunjara speakers sharing the same literature. 
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Table 34. Language attitudes in Kaina Ke 

 Waju Sengi Perive Kokoda Amada 
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Sisireta +/- +/- + 
+ +/- + 

         

Ambene             

Kebara +/- +/- +             

Hunjara +/- +/- + + - +/-
a + - + +/- - -b + - + 

Tok Pisin +/- - - + - - - - - + - + +/- - - 

English +/- - + + - + +/- - + + - + + - + 
aWould use alongside English. 
bWould not use in case children learned to speak like people from Hunjara. 

 

Where distinctions are seen within Kaina Ke there are either positive or neutral attitudes towards 
different varieties and people would be willing to use literature if it was translated in a perceived 
different variety. Attitudes should not prevent all villages within Kaina using the same literature. 

In some villages there is a willingness to use Hunjara literature, but not everywhere. People felt 
Kaina Ke would be better. Language attitudes, as evidenced by some people’s unwillingness to use 
Hunjara literature may prevent Hunjara literature being used by all Kaina Ke speakers. 

Attitudes towards English, and written English in particular, are generally more positive than 
attitudes towards Tok Pisin. 

8.6 Summary 

Hunjara remains strong and looks set to remain so in the immediate future. It is the language of choice 
for all sections of the community. Kaina Ke is stronger in some villages than in others. In Sengi and 
Waju, it remains strong. In Perive, Kokoda and Amada, Tok Pisin is also used and there is some danger of 
language shift. 

Language attitudes should not prevent all Hunjara speakers sharing the same literature. Language 
attitudes may be a barrier to Kaina Ke speakers using Hunjara literature when it is completed. Kaina Ke 
may need separate literature. 

9 Recommendations 

Hunjara and Kaina Ke are generally viewed as two varieties of one language, distinct from Orokaiva. 
Lexicostatistics also indicate that this is the case. RTT testing suggested that Kaina Ke speakers can easily 
understand Hunjara. There is no name that covers both Hunjara and Kaina Ke, therefore the name 
Hunjara-Kaina Ke is suggested. Hunjara-Kaina Ke should be entered as a separate language in Ethnologue. 

The Hunjara dialect of the Hunjara-Kaina Ke is vital, used by all sections of the community. The 
Kaina Ke dialect is still strong in some villages but in villages closer to Kokoda Station children were 
heard using more Tok Pisin than Kaina Ke, and language shift to Tok Pisin may be beginning there. 
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Although Kaina Ke speakers understand Hunjara, it is not clear whether they would be willing to 
use literature written in Hunjara. Doubts about whether they would use Hunjara literature were 
expressed in group interviews and in interviews with church leaders, although not all people felt this 
way. It is possible a separate Kaina Ke language development programme will be needed. Ongoing 
testing of the Hunjara translation among Kaina Ke speakers may shed more light on the situation and 
increase awareness and involvement of Kaina Ke speaker in the Hunjara program. 
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Appendix A: RTT testing 

Stories and scoring system 

Table 35. Hunjara text 

Segment Translation Core elements Variant answers Score 

1 When I got a short holiday I went to the bush and shot an 
animal. 

I went to the bush/garden Went 0.5 
killed/shot/hit/hunted an 
animal/pig Got an animal 1 

2 When I shot the animal, its blood ran down and it ran away. I 
came and got my father and we went off. 

killed/shot/hunted an 
animal/pig   

Blood came down/ran down OR 
Pig became bloody/went covered 
in blood 

  

fetched/came and told father 

I came back and 
went with my father 1 

His father fetched 
him 0.5 

3 We went into the bush, following the blood. 
followed the blood/pig Went and cleaned 

the blood 0 

 We saw the blood as 
we were going. 1 

4 
We kept following, when the sun was setting my father saw a 
stone and said “it’s the end of the day, we cannot go on, we 
should stay here”. 

Time was up/there was no 
time/when the sun went down/it 
was already night 

  

Father said “stay/sleep 
underneath/inside/near to the 
stone/in the hole in the 
stone/here 

Surveyor probed 
heavily for ‘father 
said’ 

1 

Missed ‘father 
said’/confused who 
said to who 

0.5 

Father said “Let’s 
sleep under the 
house” 

0.5 
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Segment Translation Core elements Variant answers Score 

5 On the mountain, me and my father decided to sleep under 
the stone because it was already night. Slept   

6 I took my shotgun and broke it and put in the bullets and put 
it close to my head. 

gun/stick/short spear   
EITHER broke/folded the 
gun/stick OR something about 
bullets/fruit cartridge/seed 

Broke a leaf 0.5 

7 While we were there, a bandicoot came. The bandicoot came 
and I got it and broke its neck and gave it to father. 

Sleeping   
animal/bandicoot/insect A cuscus came 1 

I broke/turned/twisted its neck 
OR I killed it 

Broke its head/held 
its neck and it died 1 

Cut its head 0.5 
Gave it to father OR father took 
it He gave it to his son 0.5 

8 We stayed there until dawn. When the sun came up the 
Papaki people came looking for me. 

stayed/slept   
dawn/morning   
Papaki people/men/village 
people were looking for me 

One man came to 
find him 0.5 

9 They came looking for me, they went to Mount Korivo and 
called out and I answered. I said “I’m here, I’m here”. 

They were looking for me   
They called out   
I answered/called/said “I’m 
here” 

...“mi-o, mi-o” or 
“mi-ya mi-ya” 1 

10 When I said that they went to meet me and I came. They found/met me 

His big brother went 
and got him 0.5 

The Papaki people 
went to him where 
he was. 

1 

11 I saw three white cockatoos, so I put bullets in my shotgun 
and I shot the three birds. 

I shot/killed/hit one/two/three 
(cockatoo)  

Killed an Akena 
bird/big white bird 1 

Not sure how many 
or what kind of bird 0.5 
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Segment Translation Core elements Variant answers Score 

12 I shot the three birds down and I shot another one and I 
came. 

I hit/shot two/three 
He hit one/He killed 
another bird 1 

I hit three pigs 1 
I shot/hit on/another   

13 The people from Papaki came and I told them to go to my 
garden. 

The Papaki/village 
people/men/community/people 
came/went 

Big brother went 0.5 
The Papaki people 
came/He came with 
the Papaki people 

1 

(they) went/came/stepped into 
my garden or fetched food 

Got it and put it in 
the garden 1 

14 

When they got to the garden, they cut taro and banana and 
added the three birds and the other one I shot as well and 
they cooked them on the fire together because it was 
morning. 

Ol got/cut/harvested banana and 
taro/food   

Cooked/baked the birds Cooked (only banana 
and taro) 0.5 

15 When they’d finished cooking and eating we came back to 
the village. When we came I said sorry to everyone. 

(Finished) cooked/ate everything 
Missed 
‘everything/finished’ 
etc 

1 

Came to the village   

16 
“I’m saying sorry again because you went to find me and I’m 
happy and want to truly thank you”. When I’d said thank 
you, I greeted them all and I stopped talking. 

I said Sorry/Thank you   
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Table 36. Kaina text 

Segment Translation Core elements Variant answers Score 

1 Once upon a time I went to hunt. 
Once upon a time/One day   

I he went hunting I went (to the 
bush) 0.5 

2 The five dogs followed me to the river, we crossed Mamba 
and Ethoro rivers and went to the other side. 

took five dogs five dogs (no 
verb) 0.5 

Broke/missed/crossed/left 
Mamba/Ethoro water   

3 The five dogs chased an animal. The dogs chased an 
animal/pig/bandicoot/cuscus   

4 They chased a pig between two trees that had fallen down. 
Chased it   
It went inside/underneath a tree 
stump/a hole in a tree/a fallen tree    

5 It went inside the hole in the stump and the pig and dogs 
fought. 

It went inside/underneath a cave/a 
tree stump/a hole in a tree   

(pig and dogs) fought   

6 The five dogs were strong and bit the pig and the pig fell 
down. 

the dogs were strong   
Bit/killed the pig   

7 Then I heard the pig’s cry and I went to help my five dogs 
and shot (with a spear) the pig and it fell down. 

I heard the cry of the 
pig/dog/animal missed ‘I heard’ 0.5 

Shot/killed the pig/animal   

8 I shot it and it fell down, OK, I held it’s nose and mouth 
closed and it died. 

Shot/killed it   
it died/fell down/lay down   

held/closed its mouth and nose 

held its nose and 
leg  0.5 

(shot it) in the 
nose and mouth 0.5 

9 I tied it with bush rope and carried it back to the village. 
fastened/tied it with rope   
brought/carried it back   
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Post-RTT questions 

1 Is this your language? 
2 Where is the speaker from? 
3 Is the way he speaks the same as the way you speak? 
 If no, is the way he speaks a little different/very different from the way you speak? 
4 Did you understand everything, most things, a few things or nothing? 
5 Which story was easiest to understand? 
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Appendix B: Wordlist explanatory notes 

Exceptions to Blair’s standard 

A total of twenty-four exceptions were made. Only six of these exceptions were made for a Hunjara or 
Kaina Ke wordlist. Boxes that are shaded indicate that the number includes an exception made for a 
Hunjara or Kaina wordlist. Wordlists elicited in Iwaie, Kainde, Oure, Ambasi, Begabari and Katuna are 
from the Tainya Dawari dialect of Binandere. Those elicited in Iwa, Kurereda and Batari are from the 
Yewa Buie dialect of Binandere. Those from Deboin and Nindewari are from the Binandere dialect of 
Binandere. The list elicited at Konje is in Ewage. Those from Koropata and Kiorota are Etija wordlists. 
Those elicited at Hurata, Kikinonda, Oita Tande, Osako, Sagere and Korisata are Aeka wordlists. Two 
lists were elicited at Siai, as it is a bilingual village. One is an Aeka wordlist and the other a Binandere 
wordlist. In the table, wordlists from languages other than Hunjara-Kaina are italicised. 

Table 37. Exceptions to Blair’s standard 

# Wordlist/s Exception Possible Explanation 

26 Ombisusu/Sirorata/Papaki/ 
Sauni/Waju/Sengi Extra –h May include [h] between two 

homogeneous vowels. 

31 
Ombisusu/Sairope/Sirorata/ 
Papaki/Ilimo/Sauni/Waju/Perive/ 
Sengi/Kokoda Vil./Amada 

Missing –k  

34 Iwaie/Oure Extra –ke  
35 Iwaie/Oure Extra –ke  

36 Iwaie/Ambasi/Batari/Siai/(Bin.) 
Missing –as. May have 
been omitted in fast 
speech 

 

44 Koropata Missing di- 
Transcription error, didn’t 
write down syllable - thought 
wasn’t part of word. 

50 Kainde No –u- May have been omitted in 
fast speech 

55 Kirorota/Koropata h instead of k, attested 
only in 2 pairs (101 & 145)  

56 Begabari/Oure Missing –d-  

59 Perive/Kokoda Vil./Amada Missing u- Omitted because initial 
phone was nearly a [w] 

65 Papaki Missing –i Omitted in fast speech 

68 (Various) Different number of fu- or 
pu-  

Do not reduplicate the same 
number of times; may be 
repeated fewer times in fast 
speech. 

71 Kainde/Ambasi/Begabari/ 
Katuna/Deboin Extra –du  

77 Perive/Kokoda Vil./Amada Missing -ho May omit sound when 
between two homogeneous. 

81 Nindewari Extra –kaˑki  
88 Nindewari Extra –dii  
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# Wordlist/s Exception Possible Explanation 
89 Papaki/Sengi Extra –te  

90 Iwa. /Siai (Bin.) ŋwa. /Siai (Bin.)ed in 2 
pairs  

95 Kikinonda Missing h- Speech of individual speaker 
113 Nindewari Missing i-  
124 Kirorota/Koropata ɾirorota/Koropata 3 pairs  

125 Kainde/Oure Missing –on- May have been omitted in 
fast speech. 

148 Sirorata/Perive/Kokoda Vil./Amada Missing –ha No [h] between two 
homogeneous vowels. 

159 Kirorota Extra aa-  

Phone correspondences 

Table 38 contains phone correspondences that were attested in at least three word pairs. Highlighted 
cells indicate that there is a difference between Hunjara and Kaina Ke or within Hunjara itself. 

Table 38. Phone correspondences between speech varietiesa 

En
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V_V f f f f h Ø p p p 
#_     h h p p p 
#_ θ h h h tb t t t t 

V_V θ h ɾ ɾ tc t t/s 
(V_i) 

t/s 
(V_i) t 

#_ p p p p  p b b  
V_V p p p p  p b b  

#_ t t t t t t d/dʒ 
(#_i) d d/dʒ 

(#_i) 
#_ k k k k k k g g g 

V_V k k k k k k g g g 
V_V  k k ɡ ɡ g    
#_ dʒ dʒ dʒ dʒ dʒ dʒ d d dʒ 
#_     d d ɾ/rd ɾ/r ɾ/r 

aPhone correspondences that were attested in at least three word pairs between the varieties. 
bA glottal fricative [h] was recorded once in Orokaiva in one of corresponding sets. 
cA voiced alveolar flap [ɾ] was recorded once in Orokaiva in one of the corresponding sets. 
dMay be a voiced alveolar trill [r] word initially. 
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Appendix C: Wordlists 

Hunjara wordlists 

# Gloss Ombisusu Sairope Sirorata Papaki Ilimo Sauni 
1 head siɾo siɾo siɾo siɾo siɾo siɾo 
2 hair siɾohu siɾohu siɾohu siɾohu siɾohu siɾohu 
3 mouth pe pɛ pe pe pe pe 
4 nose vɛnde vɛn̪d̪e vɛnde vɛnde vɛnde vɛnde 
5 eye ti̪ɾi ti̪ɾi ti̪ɾi ti̪ɾi ti̪ɾi ti̪hi 
6 neck tu̪ŋɡa tu̪ŋɡa tu̪ŋɡa tu̪ŋɡa tu̪ŋɡa tu̪ŋɡa 
7 belly (inside) oɾi oɾi oɾi oɾi oɾi ohi 
8 skin ando ando ando ando ando ando 
  hoɡa      
9 knee koβa kova kova koβa kova kova 
10 ear te̪ŋɡeɾe te̪ŋɡeɾe te̪ŋɡeɾe te̪ŋɡeɾe tɛ̪ŋɡeɾe ti̪ŋɡeɾe 
11 tongue iβiβi ivivi ivivi iβiβi ivivi ivivi 
12 tooth ti̪ ti̪ ti̪ ti̪ ti̪ ti̪ 
13 breast (her) ɛmi ɛmi ɛmi ɛmi emi ɛmi 
14 hand iŋɡeni iŋɡeni iŋɡeɾe iŋɡene iŋɡene hiŋɡeɾe 
15 foot {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
16 back ku ku ku ku ku ku 
17 shoulder kofo kofo kofo kofo kofo kofo 
18 forehead to̪mbu to̪mbu to̪mbu to̪mbu to̪mbu to̪mbu 
19 chin oɡoβe oɡove okove okoβe okove okove 
20 elbow umbuke umbuke umbuke umbuke umbuke umbuke 
  afuma      

21 thumb {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
22 leg utu̪ utu̪ utu̪ utu̪ utu̪ utu̪ 
    hɛkʰi hɛki hɛki heki 

23 heart (pumps blood) upapa upapa upapa upapa upapa upapa 
24 liver komo komo komo komo komo {NO ENTRY} 
25 bone βeɾu veɾu veɾu veɾu veɾu vehu 
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# Gloss Ombisusu Sairope Sirorata Papaki Ilimo Sauni 
26 blood sasaha oɾosa sasaha sasaha sasa sasaha 
27 baby {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
28 girl kakaɾa kakaɾa kakaɾa kakaɾa kakaɾa kakaɾa 
29 boy mɛni mɛni mɛni mɛni mɛni mɛni 
30 old woman {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
31 old man ɛmbobeko ɛmbobeko ɛmbobeko ɛmbobeko ɛmbobeko ɛmbobeko 
32 woman pamone pamone pamone pamone pamone pamone 
33 man ɛmbo ɛmbo ɛmbo ɛmbo ɛmbo ɛmbo 
34 father mãha mãhã mãhã mãha mãhã mãhã 
35 mother aha aha aha aha aha aha 

36 
brother (older of man 
) {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {CORRUPT DATA} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} 

37 sister (older of man) du du ɾu du du ru 
38 name dzaβo dzavo dʒavo dzaβo dzavo dzavo 
39 bird di di di di d̪i di 
40 dog ino ino ino ino ino ino 
41 pig ofu oʔofu ofu ofu ofu ofu 
42 cassowary homboɾu homboɾu homboɾu homboɾu homboɾu homboɾu 
  useɡe useɡe oseke useke osɛke useɡe 
      tu̪ɾuma tu̪ɾuma 

43 wallaby ɡaɾo kauɾa ɡaɾo sambuɾa sambuɾa sambuɾa 
     ɡaɾo  ɡaɾo 
       okaɾuna 

44 flying fox dipɛɾe dipɛɾe dipeɾe dipɛɾe dipɛɾe dipɛɾe 
45 rat koɾopu koɾopu koɾopu koɾopu koɾopu koɾopu 
46 frog ɡeɾahu kana ɡeɾahu keɾahu keɾahu ɡeɾahu 
  kana  kana kana kana kana 
  usopaɡa    paka paka 

47 snake {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} 
48 fish {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
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# Gloss Ombisusu Sairope Sirorata Papaki Ilimo Sauni 
49 person {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 

50 he sits 
aɾumbeto̪ 
mihiza 

aɾumbɛto̪ 
mihiza 

aɾumbɛto̪ 
miza 

aɾumbɛto̪ 
miza 

aɾumbɛto̪ 
miza 

aɾumbɛto̪ 
mihiza 

51 he stands ukɛto̪mihiza ukɛto̪mihiza ukɛto̪miza ukɛto̪miza ukɛto̪miza ukɛto̪mihiza 

52 he lies down 
seɾekɛto̪ 
mihiza 

seɾekɛto̪ 
mihiza seɾekɛto̪ 

seɾekɛto̪ 
miza seɾekɛto̪ 

seɾekɛto̪ 
mihiza 

53 he sleeps evisa eviza eviza iviza ividza iviza 

54 he walks 
aiɾeɛto̪ 
pambuza 

haiɾɛto̪ 
pambuza 

aiɾeɛto̪ 
pambuza 

aiɾeɛto̪ 
pambuza 

aiɾiɛto̪ 
pambudza 

eɾeto̪ 
pambuza 

55 he bites kafuza kafudza kafudza kafuza kambidza kafuza 
56 he eats indiza indidza indiza indiza indiza indiza 
57 he gives it to me hiza hidza hiza hiza hidza hiza 
58 he sees kobemihidza kowemihiza kowemiza kouemiza kowemidza kovemihiza 
59 he comes puβuto̪mihiza puβuto̪mihidza wuvuto̪miza uβuto̪miza wuvuto̪midza uvuto̪mihiza 
  auto̪mihiza      

60 he says keijemihiza keijemihidza keijemiza keiemiza keheidza keiemihiza 

61 he hears 
iŋɡikuɾue 
mihiza 

iŋɡi 
kuɾudza 

iŋɡikuɾue 
mihiza 

iŋɡikuɾue 
miza 

ehaiŋɡi 
koɾona 

hiŋɡikuɾue 
mihiza 

62 he knows {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} 
63 he drinks {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
64 he hits {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
65 he kills teheambiza teheambidza teheambiza te̪ambiza te̪iambiza te̪iambiza 

66 he dies 
mã 
ambiza 

mãha 
ambidza ambiza 

mã 
ambiza 

mã 
ambidza 

mã 
ambiza 

67 it burns 
eβekuɾue 
mihiza 

evekuɾue 
mihidza 

evekuɾue 
mihiza 

eβekuɾe 
miza 

evekuɾue 
midza 

evekuɾue 
mihiza 

68 it flies 
pupupuɛto̪ 
pambiza 

pupuɛto̪ 
pambudza 

fufufuɛto̪ 
pambuza 

pupupu 
uza 

pepeɛto̪ 
pambudza 

pupupupuɛto̪ 
pambuza 

69 he swims kuɾihemihiza kuɾihemihidza kuɾiemihiza kuɾiemiza kuɾiemiza kuhiemihiza 

70 he runs 
tu̪tu̪βɛto̪ 
pambuza 

tu̪tu̪βɛto̪ 
pambudza 

tu̪tu̪vɛto̪ 
pambuza 

tu̪tu̪vuɾue 
miza 

tu̪tu̪vuɾue 
miza 

tu̪tu̪vuɾue 
mihiza 
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# Gloss Ombisusu Sairope Sirorata Papaki Ilimo Sauni 
71 he falls down veiza vehidza veiza veiza veiza veiza 

72 he catches 
ᵐbeto̪u 
fuza 

ta̪fue 
ᵐbehedza 

ta̪voseᵐbɛto̪ 
ᵐbiza 

ta̪fue 
ᵐbeiza 

ta̪fue 
ᵐbeza 

ta̪vose 
ᵐbuɾuza 

       
tuãhu 
ᵐbeiza 

73 he coughs hoeiemihiza hoeiemihidza hoeiemihiza hoeiemiza hoeiemiza hoeiemihiza 

       
zaɾavuaie 
mihiza 

74 he laughs 
ɡaniniie 
mihiza 

keɡeie 
mihidza 

kekeie 
mihiza 

ɡaniniie 
miza kekeiza 

kekeie 
mihiza 

   
ɡaniniie 
mihidza 

ɡaniniie 
mihiza  ɡaniniiza 

ɡaniniie 
mihiza 

75 he dances 
iɾeuemi 
hiza 

iɾeuemi 
hidza 

iɾeuemi 
hiza 

iɾeue 
miza 

iɾe 
uza 

dzavaue 
mihiza 

76 big paziɾe padziɾe padziɾe paziɾe padziɾe padziɾe 
  pɛmi peni pemi pemi pemi pemi 

77 small isoko isoko isoko isoko isoko isoko 
78 good akaɾi akaɾi akaɾi akaɾi akaɾi akaɾi 
79 bad samuna sisaɛ samuna samuna samuna samuna 
  sisaɾa  sisae sisaɛ  sisaɛ 

80 long dipoɾi dipoɾi dipoɾi dipoɾi dipoɾi ripoɾi 
81 short tu̪fo tu̪fo tu̪fo tu̪fo tu̪fo tu̪fo 
82 heavy bovu bovu bovu boβu bovu bovu 
83 light ezefa ɛsefa izefa ezefa idzefa ezefa 
84 cold suɾu suɾu suɾu suɾu suɾu suɾu 
85 warm, hot veveɾe veveɾe veveɾe veveɾe veveɾe veveɾe 
86 new eha eha eha eha eha eha 
87 old mãha mãhã mãha mãha mãha mãha 
    mãuhã    

88 round zoɾeɾaɾi dzoɾeɾaɾi {NO ENTRY} dzoɾeɾaɾi dzoɾeɾaɾi dzoɾeɾaɾi 
89 wet saɾi uvuvu uvuvu oβohate uβuha uvaha 
  uβuβu  peɾeke oβaβa   
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# Gloss Ombisusu Sairope Sirorata Papaki Ilimo Sauni 
90 dry opo opo opo opo opo opo 
91 full pevihiza peviza peviza peviza peviza peviza 
92 road deɡi deɡi ɾɛki deki deiki reki 
93 stone koɾo koɾo koɾo koɾo koɾo koɾo 
94 earth ɛnda ɛnda ɛnda ɛnda ɛnda ɛnda 
95 sand ɡoɾisa ɡoɾisa ɡuɾisa ɡuɾisa ɡuɾisa kuɾisa 
  miɾi   miɾi miɾi  

96 mountain ti̪ɾi ti̪ɾi ti̪ɾi ti̪ɾi ti̪ɾi ti̪ɾi 
97 fire {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
98 smoke ipoi ipoi ipoi ipoi ʔipoi ipoi 
99 ashes sun aβisa avisa avisa aβisa avisa aβisa 
100 sun idzi idzi izi idzi idzi izi 

  waeho      
101 moon haɾiɡa haɾiɡa haɾiɡa haɾiɡə haɾiɡa haɾiɡa 
102 star taɾama hundzaɾa hundzaɾa taɾama hundzaɾa hundzaɾa 

  hundzaɾa   hundzaɾa   
103 cloud odzi dzohi ozi odze odze odze 
104 rain βa va va βa βa va 
105 wind pisaɾa pisaɾa pisaɾa pisaɾa pisaɾa pisaɾa 
106 water umo umo umo umo umo umo 
107 vine ɛsi ɛsi ɛsi ɛsi ɛsi ɛsi 
108 tree i i i i i i 
109 stick itu̪fa itu̪fa itu̪fa itu̪fa itu̪fa itu̪fa 
110 bark {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
111 seed βe ve ve ve ve ve 
112 root susu susu susu susu susu susu 
113 leaf iŋɡi iki iŋɡi iŋɡi iŋɡi iŋɡi 
114 meat βisi visi visi βisi visi visi 
115 fat seha ɡamo seha seha seha seha 

      sea  
116 egg buzu budzu muzu muzu mundzu munzu 
117 louse ziɡi dziɡi dziki dziki dziki dziki 
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# Gloss Ombisusu Sairope Sirorata Papaki Ilimo Sauni 
118 feather {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
119 horn {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
120 wing ɡati̪ ofofo ofofo ofofo ofofo ofofo 

  ofofo      
121 claw foɡo foɡo foko foko foko foko 

    fiki    
122 tail dzimbi dzimbi dzimbi dzimbi dzimbi dzimbi 
123 one ta̪pa ta̪pa ta̪pa ta̪pa ta̪pa ta̪pa 
124 two heɾizo heɾoɾo eɾoɾo eɾoɾo eɾoɾo ehoho 

       ehɾohɾo 
125 three {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} 
126 four {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
127 five {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
128 ten {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
129 taro ba ba ba ba ba ba 
130 sugarcane dzoβu dzovu dzovu dzoβu dzoβu dzovu 
131 yam aŋɡebe aŋɡebe aŋɡebe anɡĕyam aŋɡebe aŋɡebe 
132 banana pize pidze pidze pize pidze pidze 
133 sweet potato aŋɡekeɾoza aŋɡekopea pina aŋɡepina keɾodza keɾodza 

       aŋɡepina 
134 bean βisa visa visa visə visa visa 
135 axe hoɾo hoɾo ohɾo oɾo ohɾo oho 

  ohɾo      
136 knife saβaza savadza savadza saβaza savadza saβadza 
137 arrow ki ki ki ki ki ki 
138 net bag  eɾi heɾi eɾi eɾi eɾi ehi 
139 house βande βande vande βande vande vʷande 
140 tobacco soka soka soka soka {NO ENTRY} soka 

       kukukodzaɾi 
141 morning ifo ifo ifo ifo ifo ifo 
142 afternoon huɾe huɾe huɾe huɾe huɾe huɾe 
143 night mume mume mume mume mume mume 
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# Gloss Ombisusu Sairope Sirorata Papaki Ilimo Sauni 
144 yesterday {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
145 tomorrow evito̪ evito̪ evito̪ ivito̪ ivito̪ evito̪ 

  ifovuzau ifovudzau ifovudzau ifovuzau ifovudzau ifovudzau 
    ifodzau  ifodzau  

146 white {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} 
147 black {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
148 yellow kasaha kasaha kasa kasaha kasaha kasaha 
149 red hondze paŋɡaɾi hondze hondze hondze hondze 

  paŋɡaɾi      
150 green {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
151 many izemeni aiŋɡabe aiŋɡabe aiŋɡaᵐbe aiŋɡaᵐbe isomane 

  aiŋɡabe   eniᵐbe eniᵐbe aiŋɡabe 
152 all beta̪peta̪ beta̪pata̪ beta̪pata̪ beta̪pata̪ beta̪pata̪ beta̪pa 
153 this eβiɾa evi eviɾa evi eviɾa eviɾa 
154 that oβiɾa ovi ovi ovi oβiɾa oviɾa 
155 what? aβunɾe avunde avunɾe aβunɾe avunɾe avunuɾe 
156 who? aβo {NO ENTRY} avo {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} avo 
157 when? {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
158 where? dei deiːɾe dei dei dei dei 
159 yes aβoɾa avoɾa avoɾa aβoɾa avoɾa avoɾa 
160 no {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 

161 
not (he is not 
standing) miɾaɛɾa miɾaɛ mihaiɾa mihãɾa miaiɾa mihaɛɾa 

162 I namo nãmo namo namo nãmo namo 
163 you (singular) nimo nimo nimo nimo nimo nimo 
164 he {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
165 we two (exclusive) {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
166 you two {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
167 they two {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
168 we (pl exclusive) naŋɡo naŋɡoɾa naŋɡo naŋɡo naŋɡoɾa naŋɡo 

      naŋɡo  
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# Gloss Ombisusu Sairope Sirorata Papaki Ilimo Sauni 
169 you (plural) niŋɡo niŋɡoɾa niŋɡo niŋɡo niŋɡo niŋɡo 

      niŋɡoɾa  
170 they (plural) enana enana enana enana enana enana 
 
 

Kaina Ke wordlists 

  Waju Perive Sengi Kokoda Village Amada 
1 head siɾo siɾo siɾo siɾo siɾo 
2 hair siɾoθu siɾoθu siɾoθu siɾoθu siɾoθu 
3 mouth pikiθi pikiθi pikiθi pikiθi pikiθi 
4 nose mɛnde mɛn̪te̪ mɛnde mɛnde mɛnde 
5 eye ti̪θi ti̪θi ti̪θi ti̪θi ti̪θi 
6 neck tu̪po tu̪po tu̪bo tu̪bo tu̪po 
  tu̪ŋɡa aike  tu̪ŋɡa tu̪ŋɡa 
7 belly (inside) θini θini θini θini θini 
8 skin ando ando ando ando ando 
   andoka    
9 knee koβa koβa koβa koβa koβa 
10 ear te̪ŋɡeɾe ti̪ŋɡeɾe ti̪ŋɡeɾe ti̪ŋɡeɾe ti̪ŋɡeɾe 
11 tongue ivivi iβiβi ivivi iβiβi ivivi 
12 tooth ti̪ ti̪ ti̪ ti̪ ti̪ 
13 breast (her) ɛmi ɛmi ɛmi ɛmi ɛmi 
14 hand iŋɡeɾe iŋɡeɾe iŋɡeɾe iŋɡeɾe iŋɡeɾe 
15 foot {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
16 back ku ku ku ku ku 
17 shoulder afafa afafa afafa kofo kofo 
     afafa afafa 

18 forehead to̪mbu to̪mbu to̪mbu to̪mbu to̪mbu 
19 chin okove okoβe okove okoβe okoβe 
20 elbow uŋɡupe uŋɡupe uŋɡupe uŋɡupe uŋɡupe 
21 thumb {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
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  Waju Perive Sengi Kokoda Village Amada 
22 leg θeki θeki utu̪ utu̪ utu̪ 
    θeki θeki θeki 

23 heart (pumps blood) dʒosesa dzosesa sesa dzosesa sesa 
   dzo dʒo dzo dzo 

24 liver komo komo komo komo komo 
25 bone dʒeθu dzeθu jeθu dzeθu jeθu 
26 blood sasaha sasa sasaha sasa sasa 
27 baby {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
28 girl kakaɾa kakaɾa kakaɾa kakaɾa kakaɾa 
29 boy mɛni mɛni bite̪mɛni βite̪mɛni βite̪mɛni 
30 old woman {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
31 old man ɛmbopeko ɛmbopeko embope ɛmbopeko ɛmbopeko 
32 woman pamone pamone pamone pamone pamone 
33 man ɛmbo ɛmbo ɛmbo ɛmbo ɛmbo 
34 father mama mama mama mamã mama 
35 mother aidza aia aija aia aija 
36 brother (older of man) nane nane nane nane nane 
37 sister (older of man) ru ru ɾu ru ru 
  θaθe θaθe θaθe θaθe θaθe 

38 name dzavo dzaβo dzavo dzaβo dzaβo 
39 bird ti̪ː ti̪ ti̪ː ti̪ ti̪ 
40 dog ino ino ino ino ino 
41 pig ofu ʔofu ofu ʔofu ofu 
42 cassowary useke osɛke oseke oseke oseke 
  tu̪ɾuma tu̪ɾuma tu̪ɾuma tu̪ɾuma tu̪ɾuma 

43 wallaby saβua kaɾona saβua sambuɾa sambuɾa 
  kaɾona  kaɾona saβua saβua 
     kaɾona kaɾona 

44 flying fox ti̪peɾe ti̪peɾe ti̪peɾe ti̪pɛɾe ti̪peɾe 
45 rat koɾopu koɾopu koɾopu koɾopu koɾopu 
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  Waju Perive Sengi Kokoda Village Amada 
46 frog kau kau kahu kahu kau 
  kana kana kana kana kana 
   paka paka paka paka 
      βaɾoɾi 

47 snake {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} 
48 fish {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
49 person {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
50 he sits aɾumbɛto̪amihã aɾumbɛto̪amĩã aɾumbɛto̪amihã aɾumbɛto̪amĩa aɾumbɛto̪amihã 
51 he stands okɛto̪amihã okɛto̪amĩã ukɛto̪amihã ukɛto̪amĩa ukɛto̪amihã 

52 he lies down 
seɾekɛto̪ 
amihã 

seɾekɛto̪ 
amĩã 

seɾekɛto̪ 
amihã 

seɾekɛto̪ 
amĩa 

seɾekɛto̪ 
amihã 

53 he sleeps ivito̪amihã ivito̪amĩã iβito̪amihã ivito̪amĩa iβito̪amihã 
54 he walks {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} 
55 he bites kambiza kafuja kafuja kambija kambia 
56 he eats indieamihã mindieamĩã indieamihã mindieamĩa indieamihã 
57 he gives it to me hiziza hiziza hizija hiziza hizija 
58 he sees koβeamihã koweamĩã koβeamihã koβeamĩa koβeamihã 
59 he comes uβuto̪amihã βutoamĩã βuβuto̪amihã βuto̪amĩa βuto̪amĩa 
60 he says keieamihã keieamĩã keieamihã keieamĩa keieamĩa 

61 he hears 
iŋɡikuɾue 
amihã 

iŋɡikuɾue 
amĩã 

keiŋɡikuɾue 
amihã 

iŋɡikuɾue 
amĩa 

iŋɡikuɾue 
amĩa 

62 he knows {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} 
63 he drinks {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
64 he hits {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
65 he kills te̪iambihã te̪iambiza te̪iambija te̪iambia te̪iambia 

66 he dies 
mãha 
ambiza 

ma 
ambiza 

mãhaambe 
ambueheja ambia 

ma 
ambia 

67 it burns 
evekuɾue 
amihã 

eβekuɾue 
amĩã 

evekuɾue 
amihã 

eβekuɾue 
amĩa 

evekuɾue 
amĩa 

68 it flies 
fufufuɛto̪ 
pambuza 

fufuɛto̪ 
pambuza 

fufuɛto̪ 
pambuja 

pufufuɛto̪ 
pambuja 

fufuɛto̪ 
pambuja 
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  Waju Perive Sengi Kokoda Village Amada 
69 he swims kuθiuza kuθueamĩã kuθueamiha dzaβueamĩa kuθueamĩa 
     kuθueamĩa  

70 he runs 
tu̪tu̪βuɾue 
amihã 

θue 
kuɾuza 

tu̪tu̪βɛto̪pambue 
amihã 

θoe 
kuɾuja 

tu̪tu̪βuɾue 
amĩa 

    
θuekɛto̪pambue 
amihã   

71 he falls down vɛheia βɛto̪seɾekeija veija vɛto̪seɾekeija vɛto̪seɾekeija 

72 he catches 
ta̪vusu 
ᵐbuɾuza 

ta̪βusu 
ᵐbuɾuza 

ta̪vusuᵐbuɾue 
amihã 

ta̪βusiᵐbuɾue 
amĩa 

ta̪vusuᵐbuɾue 
amĩa 

      
dʒikiᵐbuɾue 
amĩa 

73 he coughs hoeieamihã hoeieamĩã hoeieamihã hoeieamĩa hoeieamĩa 

74 he laughs 
kekeie 
amihã 

kekeie 
amĩã 

kekeie 
amihã 

kekeie 
amĩa 

kekeie 
amĩa 

75 he dances 
iɾiaue 
amihã 

iɾiaue 
amĩã 

iɾiaue 
amihã 

iɾiaue 
amĩa 

hiɾiaue 
amĩa 

      dzavaueamĩa 
76 big pemi pemi peimi pemi pemi 
  aθiθi aθiθi aθiθi aθiθi aθiθi 
      pikoθo 

77 small isoko iso isoho iso iso 
78 good akaɾi akaɾi akaɾi akaɾi akaɾi 
79 bad samuna samuna samuna samuna samuna 
80 long ripoɾi dʒipoɾi ripoɾi dzipoɾi dʒipoɾi 
81 short tu̪fo tu̪fo tu̪fo tu̪fo tu̪fo 
82 heavy safufu poβu pouvu poβu povu 
   safufu safufu safufu safufu 

83 light edzefa edzefa edzefa idzefa idzefa 
84 cold suɾu suɾu suɾu suɾu suɾu 
85 warm, hot veveɾe veveɾe veveɾe veveɾe veveɾe 
86 new eha eha eha ehea hea 
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  Waju Perive Sengi Kokoda Village Amada 
87 old mãhã mãhã mãhã mãhã mãhã 
  mãhã mãhã mãhã mãhã mãhã 

88 round dzoɾeɾaɾi dzoɾeɾaɾi dzoɾeɾeaɾi dzoɾeɾaɾi dzoɾeɾaɾi 
89 wet saɾi saɾi saɾi saɾi saɾi 
  uβaha uwaha uwahate̪ uwaha uwaha 

90 dry opo opo opo opo opo 
91 full pefidza pefija pefija pefija pefija 
92 road reɡi ɾeki reki ɾeki reki 
93 stone koɾo koɾo koɾo koɾo koɾo 
94 earth ɛnda ɛnda ɛnda ɛnda ɛnda 
95 sand kuɾisa kuɾisa kuɾisa kuɾisa kuɾisa 
96 mountain ti̪ɾi ti̪ɾi ti̪ɾi te̪mo ti̪ɾi 
97 fire {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
98 smoke ipoi ipoi ipoi ʔipoi ipoi 
99 ashes sun aβisa aβisa aβisa aβisa aβisa 
    ambesi   

100 sun idzi idʒi idzi idzi idzi 
101 moon haɾiɡa haɾika haɾiɡa haɾika haɾiɡa 

  indua   indua indua 
102 star taɾama taɾama ta̪ɾama ta̪ɾama ta̪ɾama 

  hundzaɾa hundzaɾa hundzaɾa hundzaɾa hundzaɾa 
   tokijo    

103 cloud odzi {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} dzofu {NO ENTRY} 
104 rain va wa va wa wa 
105 wind pisaɾa pisaɾa pisaɾa ute̪te̪na pisaɾa 
106 water umo umo umo umo umo 
107 vine ɛsi ɛsi ɛsi ɛsi esi 
108 tree i ʔi i i ʔi 
109 stick itu̪fa itu̪fa iθua itu̪fa eθu 

   soɾi iθua   
110 bark {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
111 seed ve ve ve ve ve 
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  Waju Perive Sengi Kokoda Village Amada 
112 root susu susu susu susu susu 
113 leaf iŋɡi iŋɡi iŋɡi iŋɡi iŋɡi 
114 meat visi visi visi visi visi 
115 fat sombi sombi sombi sombi sombi 
116 egg musu musu musu musu musu 
117 louse dziki dziki dziki dziki dziki 
118 feather {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
119 horn {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
120 wing ofofo ofofo ofofo ofofo ofofo 
121 claw iŋɡiθi iŋɡiθi iŋɡiθi iŋɡiθi iŋɡiθi 
122 tail dzimbi dzimbi dzimbi dzimbi dzimbi 
123 one ta̪pa ta̪pa ta̪pa ta̪pa ta̪pa 
124 two eθoθo eθoθo eθoθo eθoθo eθoθo 

  eθoθo eθoθo eθoθo eθoθo eθoθo 
125 three {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} 
126 four {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
127 five {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
128 ten {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
129 taro pa pa pape pa pa 
130 sugarcane dzoβu dzoβu dzoβu dzoβu dzoβu 
131 yam aŋɡepe aŋɡe aŋɡepe aŋɡe aŋɡepe 

     aŋɡepe  
132 banana pize fuɾa fuɾa fuɾa fuɾa 

  fuɾa     
133 sweet potato aŋɡepina pina {NO ENTRY} pina {NO ENTRY} 
134 bean visa βisa visa visa visa 
135 axe oθo oθo oθo oθo oθo 
136 knife savadza saβaja savaija saβaija saβaija 
137 arrow ki ki ki ki ki 
138 net bag  eθi eθi eθi eθi eθi 
139 house oɾo oɾo oɾo suku oɾo 

  suku suku suku  suku 
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  Waju Perive Sengi Kokoda Village Amada 
140 tobacco soka kaɾuta soɡa kaiβʷa kaiβa 
141 morning ifo ifo ifo ifo ifo 
142 afternoon {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} θuɾe θuɾe 
143 night mume mume mume mume mume 
143 yesterday {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
145 tomorrow evito̪ eβito̪ ivito̪ iβito̪ ivito̪ 

  ifovudzau ifoβudzau ifovudzau ifuvudzau ifovudzau 
   ifijau  ifidzau ifijau 

146 white {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} {NO ENTRY} 
147 black {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
148 yellow kasaha kasa kasaha kasa kasa 
149 red honse onse honse honse honse 
150 green {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
151 many aiŋɡape {NO ENTRY} aiŋɡape aiŋɡape aiŋɡape 
152 all peta̪pata̪ pita̪ˑpata̪ pita̪pa pita̪ːpata̪ pita̪pa 
153 this evi eβi evi eβi evi 

     imaɾa  
154 that ovi ovi ovi ovi ovi 

   omaɾa  umaɾa  
155 what? amunduɾe amunduɾe amunduɾe amunduɾe amunduɾe 
156 who? avo {NO ENTRY} avo avo avoɾe 

      avo 
157 when? {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
158 where? dzei dʒeiɾe dzei dzei dzei 

     dzeiɾe dzeiɾe 
159 yes amaɾa amaɾa amaɾa amaɾa aβoɾa 

   ʔoʔo  ʔoe amaɾa 
160 no {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
161 not (he is not standing) mihãɛ mihãɛɾ̃a mihãɛɾa mihãɛɾa miaeɾa 
162 I namo namo namo namo namo 
163 you (singular) nimo nimo nimo nimo nimo 
164 he {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
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  Waju Perive Sengi Kokoda Village Amada 
165 we two (exclusive) {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
166 you two {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
167 they two {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} {DISQUALIFIED} 
168 we (pl exclusive) naŋɡo naŋɡo naŋɡo naŋɡo naŋɡo 
169 you (plural) niŋɡo niŋko niŋɡo niŋɡo niŋɡo 
170 they (plural) enana enana enana inana inana 
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